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This thesis project aims to address the lack of involvement of church members in
leadership at Open Door Evangelical Church. With the implementation of a discipleship strategy
that will coach those not involved, they will become true disciples of Christ and serve in the
church with any ability they have received from the Lord. The researcher will use three different
methods for data gathering, including surveys, focus groups, and interviews. Every Member of
the church will participate in the survey phase of the project. Still, the bulk of the study
consisting of focus groups and interviews will focus on members who do not have any form of
involvement and, in some measure, have not manifested any interest in serving, whatever the
reason may be. There is a need for change in the way members at Open Door perceived being a
Christian disconnected from being a disciple. That way of thinking leads them to not serve in the
church and leave the responsibility to a few people. The necessary change was implemented by
instilling a leadership development process that successfully acquired new leaders and
encouraged current trained leaders to host connection groups that were either core groups or
groups of their interest. The strategy was implemented and fostered an environment where
members learned to be a disciple and grow in Christ through training and coaching. Uninvolved
members were serving and expanding the church's leadership. Churches facing similar situations
can benefit from using this strategy.
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CHAPTER 1:
INTRODUCTION
One prevalent notion people often talk about in leadership is influence. The
misconception is that once many hear the word leadership, they are inclined to see someone in
power. However, many exercise influence without an official title. While this misconception is
not easy to clear out from people’s minds, it is essential to teach a congregation that members
can influence each other, even the direction the church goes, without being in a power position.
As it is often the struggle in smaller congregations, members will not initiate activities unless the
leader asks them to. A leader who understands the importance of members’ participation in the
church’s affairs will teach members to take responsibility in the church without the leader asking
them.
A congregation cannot function to total capacity if members do not take responsibility
and involve themselves in leadership. As John Maxwell says, everything rises and falls on
leadership.1 When members offer themselves and participate in serving, the church’s activities
run smoothly and impact the community. But the impact of members who do not serve places a
burden on church leadership, making them ineffective and leading to burnout. While the effect
on pastors of these churches is significant, the lack of involvement of the members also impacts
them; in that respect, they are not living their Christian lives to the fullest. As is the case at Open
Door Evangelical, the church would significantly impact its community if the members would
respond to their responsibility to serve and bear fruits in keeping with their salvation. But

1

John Maxwell, The 21 Irrefutable Laws of Leadership: Follow Them and People Will Follow You
(Nashville, TN: Thomas Nelson, 2007), 13.
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because members at Open Door Evangelical Church will not initiate and refrain from taking
charge under the excuse of lack of capacity, a training program can remedy that situation.
Ministry Context
Open Door Evangelical Church opened its doors in December 2013, and thankfully,
doors haven’t closed since. The church started with one family in Reverend Odney's small living
room. In the beginning, it was just a few. Reverend Odney, a youth pastor at a well-established
church in Somerville, MA, his wife, who used to be one of the leaders in the young adults’
ministry at the same church, three children who were twelve, nine, six, and his father-in-law, this
small group started the church.
After a farewell discourse at the former church on the second Sunday of December,
reality will hit the following Sunday. The family would not be going to the church they were
accustomed to go. It was strange for Reverend Odney’s children. They could not understand
what was happening; why will they no longer go to the beautiful new building the church bought
two years ago? Reverend Odney did not have an acceptable answer for his daughter, who just
turned thirteen and was about to start in the youth ministry. Reverend Odney was the leader of
the youth ministry for five years. Being part of that youth ministry was something his daughter
dreamed about, but instead, she will have to follow her father, who started a church in a small
living room. It was difficult for her. His son was part of the children’s ministry, and, at times, he
preached at the children’s services. He will no longer do that, for Open Door did not yet have a
children’s ministry. He was not too happy about that.
On the third Sunday of December 2013, Open Door Evangelical Church had its first
service. That service was the point of non-return. While it was insignificant, the Reverend was
determined to move forward, knowing that was his calling and that God would bless the new
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church plant. That day, there was a snowstorm; no other family was present. Reverend Odney
did not send out invitations, but words ran fast. The following Sunday, people started to come;
Open Door gathered with sixteen persons in attendance. There was a time of fellowship after the
service, Reverend Odney’s wife served a meal, and people did not want to leave the house. The
Sunday after was the same situation; the same people of the previous Sunday came, then a few
new faces showed up. During that service, the church had its first collection as a church. There
was no collection plate; the people improvised, a small brown basket the children used to put
pencils served that purpose that day, and the church collected seventy dollars. There was another
moment of fellowship. It became clear to Reverend Odney and his wife that the living room was
not suitable for a church. It was necessary to find a meeting place that could accommodate the
church.
Reverend Odney did not have experience starting a church, so putting together a launch
alone will be difficult. Not only was he working a full-time job, and he did not assemble a core
group to come alongside him. He was alone in this endeavor. But by God’s providence,
Reverend Odney met Reverend Douglass Tunney, who offered him a place to bring the church.
The site was an old funeral home in Somerville, MA, a renovation to house young missionaries
for the Assembly of God denomination. The agreement was that Reverend Odney would pay 200
dollars every Sunday after service for Sundays only. Reverend Odney would have to find
somewhere else to do weekly meetings. But with no financial means to afford a second place, he
will continue to meet at his house on Tuesdays and Fridays for prayer meetings and Bible
studies.
That first public service was a success. Around seventy people were in attendance. They
were guests who came to encourage Reverend Odney with no intention to join; they had their
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churches. After a few Sundays, reality set in; the guests did not come anymore. The church was
just four families who committed to join as members. Reverend Odney and his wife quickly
realized how difficult it was to start a church from scratch.
The reality is, in Somerville, there were already many well-established churches, many
ethnicities represented, Brazilian, African, Haitians, with the Italian having the larger share.
While there is a sizeable Haitian population in Somerville, the possibility for Open Door to
succeed was slim; too many established Haitian churches there. In any case, Open Door was also
too close to the former church, one thing Reverend Odney overlooked. Some members of the
former did not appreciate Open Door being so close. One can imagine the repercussions the
Odneys had to suffer for planting the church in Somerville. Reverend Odney just wanted a place
to move Open Door out of his living room.
After six months in Somerville, Open Door had to move to a YMCA in Saugus, MA. On
the Friday of Independence Day weekend, late afternoon, Reverend Tunney called Reverend
Odney to say the church would not meet the following Sunday due to missionaries coming. That
was panic. There was not enough time to find a suitable place. Reverend Odney understood that
it was not appropriate to cancel service this early; that will not inspire the people who wanted to
join. He also understood that if Reverend Tunney can cancel the church once, he can do it again
at any time in the future without notice.
Reverend Odney refused to bring the church back to his living room and refused to
cancel it for that Sunday. He called many places, and they had no availability. It was a holiday
weekend. His last call was to a YMCA in Saugus, MA, who agreed to host the church in a room.
The YMCA offered many advantages to the church. It was half the price Reverend Odney was
paying for the place in Somerville. Second, the church was not responsible for cleaning the
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bathrooms, which was Reverend Odney’s wife's burden, and lastly, most importantly, the
YMCA was away from the former church. Adding to the fact that the church’s future was not
sure in Somerville, it was better for Open Door to move out of Somerville to the YMCA in
Saugus and, at the same time, put an end to all the negative publicity.
The church started to look like a church at the YMCA. More people were coming. The
church had purchased a small mixer board, two speakers, two microphones, and a small movable
pulpit. While in Somerville, the church did not have instruments of its own. Every Sunday
morning, Reverend Odney had to bring the devices to set up for service, and after service, pack
them up and bring them back to his house since nothing could stay at the YMCA.
While the YMCA was welcoming initially, it became clear the days of the church there
were numbered. There was a complaint every Sunday, service time was 11 AM to 1 PM, if the
service went over five minutes there would be a phone call to complain on Monday morning,
people also complained about singing too loud and the children running in the hallways.
As mentioned earlier, the church was not allowed to leave any equipment behind. After
each service, Reverend Odney had to carry the equipment back to his house while his wife
transported people back to their homes. After eight Sundays at the YMCA, the church had to
move out. The YMCA had a gymnastic event scheduled for two Sundays in a row, and they
wanted the church to skip those two Sundays. But because they notified the church two weeks
prior, by God’s grace, Reverend Odney could find a place for the church to worship. This time,
he secured a lease for two years. That place offered a small kitchen, an office, and a medium-size
room for the children. The site needed painting, and the carpet needed deep cleaning done the
Friday before the church moved in. The church’s women brought some flowers to put in front of
the small pulpit. There were no window treatments behind the stage. Reverend Rock Edouard
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built the stage for the church as a gift. The first service at the new place in Wakefield proved that
God was moving His church in the right direction. The church started to grow; it was about the
time for the first anniversary. The members were jubilant, praising God for a year of overcoming
challenges. God has come through for His church.
In the meantime, Reverend Odney worked with the North American Mission Board and
the Baptist Convention of New England for affiliation. Both organizations are entities of the
Southern Baptist Convention. The affiliation process was completed, and Open Door will receive
financial and organizational supports from the Corporative Program of the SBC (Southern
Baptist Convention).
In December 2020, the church celebrated its seven years. It was a celebration of God’s
faithfulness toward the church. Though the church remains a small church, it has known many
turbulent times during the seven years. Some initial members are no longer part of the church.
Some because they moved out of MA, others because they were disappointed, their expectations
did not materialize. Others, because of their sinful lifestyle, would affect the church’s reputation.
But after seven years, the church retained its DNA as a friendly family church. Its makeup is
visible to anyone; not one person is without a family member in the congregation, with the
Odney lineage being the largest in number. A visit to Open Door Evangelical Church will reveal
it as a church with multiple generations in attendance with parents, grandparents, and
grandchildren. Many aunts and uncles, cousins, and siblings. The church is smaller, and there is a
sense of unity amongst the members. During the seven years Reverend Odney baptized many,
most youth were converted and baptized.
Since its opening, Open Door has always been a place of community. Being that the
church's make-up is primarily family, many of the events hosted were family-oriented. Every
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year the church had outdoor activities. In the Summer of the first year, the church loaded a van
and three SUVs to New York City. The trip was free for everyone; this was a way to ensure that
everyone participated. Upon arriving in New York City, the travelers took group photos. The
travelers then took a boat ride to the Statue of Liberty, which was very inspiring. As a Haitian
Church, many of the members immigrated to the US, to see this historical landmark in real life
was remarkable. The following year the church went to a water park called Water Country. This
trip was a hit for the younger people in the church. Every Summer, the church hosted Vacation
Bible School (VBS) for the children; due to the helpers working a day job, they had to do it after
work from 5:30 to 9 PM; VBS lasts a week. In the Summer of 2017 and 2018, missionaries from
Highfill First Baptist Church, Arkansas, came and helped with VBS. VBS every year closes on
Saturday morning with a cookout by the beach, and Sunday morning, the children’s choir will
reenact what they have learned in VBS.
Every year the church has a Christmas service on Christmas eve; after that service, the
children receive toys that sister Yolene had secured for them from an organization.
The church has also developed some traditions. Every New Year’s Eve, the church has a
service that ends at 1 AM, which coincides with Haiti’s independence. Most Haitian immigrants
celebrate this moment with Squash soup, a traditional food Haitians eat during Independence
Day. The most coveted event is the annual church banquet. The banquet is an opportunity to
raise money for the church. With the help of other churches in the Haitian community, the event
is always a success. We have had high school choirs sing, praise dancers, and even a whole
fashion show in past banquets. These are opportunities for people to support the church
financially; even if they cannot come every Sunday, they make an effort to attend the banquet.
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Just before COVID-19 hit, the church saw some revival; members were committing to
activities, a new choir was rehearsing for Easter, the church bought the choir robes, and then
everything stopped with the pandemic.
Unfortunately, most churches had to close their doors, and until now, many have not
reopened. But by God’s grace, Open Door has reopened with limited gatherings. The church
quickly adapted and created accommodations to abide by the restrictions the government set in
place. While COVID-19 has negatively affected the church, on the positive side, the church is
now accessible through YouTube and Facebook Live, in addition to a call-in option where
people can call into the service and participate. The church did not consider these possibilities
before the pandemic. The church requires family members to sit next to each other in rows by
themselves, and it enforces social distancing guidelines for the people who attend in person.
During communion service, the members sanitize their hands and wear a mask before
approaching the Lord’s table. The church meets in person only on Sundays; every Saturday,
someone sanitizes the mics and other areas people are touching to provide a safe and clean
environment.
Because the church is now live on Facebook and YouTube, some young people help run
the media/videography and the broadcasting. In this ministry area, the church will develop the
young people when the opportunity arises and the pandemic is over. In the Haitian community,
finding a musician for a church is difficult. Unless a church is well-established and has a budget
allocated to music, the music ministry will struggle. Open Door hires the service of outside
musicians. While they come consistently, there is no commitment, for they are not members of
the church. There are times when musicians are unable to come. However, the church manages
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to go on without them, and with our voices combined, you can easily forget that no music
accompanies worship.
Reverend Odney respects that many churchgoers have to go to work right after service
and makes sure he starts and ends services on time to allow them to make it to work on time. In
worship service, the church uses a mixture of hymns and current popular songs, all sung in
Haitian creole. On occasion, there will be the English equivalent of the creole songs in the
program to accommodate visitors who only speak English. Reverend usually offers the visitors a
hymnal to fully participate in the service, and he will make an effort to accommodate them. The
English songs allow the church members to practice the language and praise God at the same
time.
According to City-Data.com, the church is located in a commercial building in
Wakefield, MA, a city with around 25 thousand residents. The demographics of Wakefield are
not favorable to an ethnic church with an aggregation of ninety-three percent white. When
friends of the church come to visit, they always encourage Reverend Odney to seek other
locations with a population similar to the church’s makeup, giving the church more visibility and
opening more opportunities to impact the community. The problem is that Open Door depends
on God to dictate what city the church is supposed to be. It was when the church moved to
Wakefield that it grew. Wakefield is where the church took shape and looks like a church, and
God has increased the church there. If one were to search for a worship house in Wakefield, he
would find three Catholic churches, one Seventh Day Adventist church, one Charismatic church,
one Episcopal, one American Baptist church, two non-denominational churches. To date, Open
Door is the only Haitian church in the city. While there is no Haitian population in Wakefield,
the church believes God has a reason to place the church there, and the church will not relocate
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unless God opens another location. In the history of the church, each time it has relocated, it has
seen some growth.
Reverend Odney was ordained in 2008; at that time, he was a Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary student working on his Master of Divinity; he graduated in 2012.
Reverend Odney is the only trained preacher in the church for now, and the expectation is that he
preaches every Sunday unless he invites another pastor friend to preach. Reverend Odney does
not usually invite preachers unless he is going to a conference or a seminar. Every first Sunday
of the month, Reverend Odney leads the worship service, administers communion, and preaches.
On other occasions when there is no one to lead the worship, Reverend Odney will do everything
from beginning to end. The church has a deacon that Reverend Odney plans to train, but he helps
prepare the communion table and distributes communion/serving communion. Reverend Odney
ordained brother Solon as a deacon in 2018.
Problem Presented
A look at Open Door will show the women are more involved in the church’s life than
men. Sister Yolene is a de-facto secretary of the church and prepares the weekly bulletin. The
women are the ones to help pastor Odney in leading services on Sundays. The men are not
interested in serving in that capacity and leading worship. The sisters sometimes work overnight
on Saturday and express their lack of clout. Reverend Odney and the few leaders are willing to
share the leadership, but members are afraid to step in, leaving just a few to bear the bulk of the
church’s responsibility. The problem can be presented this way, the leadership at Open Door
Evangelical Church is overworked, while members who could serve are not doing so. If the
church provides this training, members will develop spiritually and contribute to God’s kingdom.
They will live as faithful disciples of Christ.
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Purpose Statement
The purpose of this DMIN action research is to develop and implement a discipleship
program that will persuade members of the need to serve within the church. If members live like
true disciples, they will have an eagerness for God’s things; the church will better influence the
community and influence each other. If half the membership participates in the church’s
leadership, Reverend Odney will be relieved of some responsibilities and refocus his attention on
administering the church and preaching.
Basic Assumptions
In researching ways to address the problem, the writer assumes participants will
cooperate with him, knowing it is for the church’s well-being. He also believes that the
participants' information will be in good faith and will be correct. These assumptions will enable
the researcher to have solid ground to conduct his research, knowing he has valid information.
Another crucial assumption is that the leaders have been in the position for a substantial time to
acquire suitable exposure to what is expected for religious leaders. Notably, the researcher
assumes that the variables are measurable. As for the study outcome, the researcher expects the
results obtained to support the thesis. Working under these sets of assumptions provides an
opportunity for the investigator to successfully carry out the process and acquire the expected
research outcomes.
Definitions
There are times people misunderstand the terms used in a research study. To avoid
misinterpretation, the writer will define the words he will use to pertain to his study and its
context. Many of them are familiar terms for people in the church. However, the writer
understands that certain words and vocables carry with them different meanings within a context.
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Leadership -is a significant element in the church environment, and as Bredfeldt says, its
future depends on its leaders' effectiveness. 2 Oswald Sanders rightly says that individuals
accorded with authority, explicit or implicit, with the ability to influence others are called
leaders.3 According to Henry and Richard Blackaby, the leaders’ responsibility guides and
directs others in a church-based setting. 4 They are expected to observe the biblical teachings
aligned with power and authority. They must always rely on spiritual and moral guidance. 5
Church leaders serve others through Christ’s teachings that revolve around God’s purpose for the
followers. The guidance that the followers receive enables them to make informed and
autonomous choices. Religious leadership must always align with Biblical elements of vision,
hope, and a need to motivate oneself and others. Spiritual leadership is the best approach that
religious leaders must always adhere to when guiding and directing others, with the key focus on
expanding God’s kingdom. One of the best leadership teachings is the servant leadership
perspective. Christ is a model of servant leadership. 6
Pastor. Three terms in the New Testament identify the pastoral office: ποιμήν (pastor or
shepherd), πρεσβύτερος (elder), and ἐπίσκοπος (overseer). In this project, “pastor” is used in its
technical sense to refer to one who holds the pastoral office as is the case at Open Door

2

Gary Bredfeldt, Great Leader Great Teacher: Recovering the Biblical Vision for Leadership (Chicago, IL:
Moody Publishers, 2006), 16.
3
Oswald Sanders, Spiritual Leadership: Principles of Excellence for Every Believer (Chicago, IL: Moody
Publishers, 2017), 27.
4

Henry Blackaby and Richard Blackaby, Spiritual: Moving People on To God’s Agenda (Nashville TN: B&H
Publishing Group, 2011), 33.
5

Henry Blackaby and Richard Blackaby, Spiritual: Moving People on To God’s Agenda (Nashville TN: B&H
Publishing Group, 2011), 37.
6

Duane Kelderman, V. Thomas, N. Thomas Asma, and D. Ark. "Effective Leadership in the Church. A
Training Tool to Help Congregations, Pastors, and Other Church Leaders Effectively Work Together to Accomplish
God’s Mission." (2005). https://www.crcna.org/sites/default/files/spe_effectiveleadership.pdf
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Evangelical Church, Reverend Odney holds that office. Bixby says, a pastor is set apart by God,
biblically qualified, trained, and prepared; then called by the congregation to lead, govern,
oversee, protect, and spiritually feed the congregation of God’s people. 7 Every pastor is a
shepherd leader by definition; however, one does not have to be a pastor to be a shepherd leader.
When shepherd leadership refers to the official leadership of pastors or church elders it will be
noted.
Coaching -In the church, leaders depend on spiritual and moral guidance when directing
others. One of a religious leader’s fundamental duties is to help followers commit to their faith
and live to the teachings of the Bible. Love and self-sacrifice for the people are the leader’s
motivations when he acts. He rules with power and authority but, at the same time, serves the
community as he sees in the example of Jesus, who washed his disciples’ feet. Such an action
communicates to Christian leaders that their power and authority should not prevail over their
followers’ interests and welfare. Leadership goes in hand with coaching in the religious industry
as well. Coaching fellow believers entails examining their current status and guiding them to
reach a desirable point. Also, the process revolves around helping someone find potential ways
of acquiring the set milestones and objectives. The idea behind coaching is that God has a plan
for everyone, and they should work towards living the life that God has established for them.
Thus, in everyday life, people must work towards being the best person that they can be.
However, the coach is not expected to tell a follower what to do but rather help them discover
potential ways of building themselves. In the Bible, Jesus depicted coach-like relationships

7

Howard L. Bixby, “Multiple Elders as a Pastoral Team,” The Journal of Ministry & Theology 11, no. 1
(Spring 2007): 7.
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through His care for others, listening, and asking questions that reflected life transformation. 8 His
deeds did not paint a picture that leaders define to the followers on the expected actions.
However, they reflected a keen consideration of the needs and welfare of other people. Religious
coaches adopt tactics that enable the followers to adopt the most appropriate actions that reflect
the Holy teachings.
Leadership development. One should not equate leadership development with
discipleship. Discipleship is a subset of leadership development is associated with formal
leadership roles. It is the process by which the knowledge, skills, and abilities related to a formal
leadership role of an individual are sharpened. Leadership development from this perspective is
characterized by its focus on individual leaders and how they need to contribute and improve
effective individual and organizational performance. 9 These acquired capabilities enable people
to think and act in new ways. In this manner, leader development results as a function of
purposeful investment in human capital. Trevor says every Christian leader is first and foremost
a disciple of Jesus Christ. Each stage of a leader’s development runs parallel with their
maturation as a Christian and growth as a disciple. Yet not every disciple is also a leader. The
point where a disciple becomes a leader is when their sphere of influence moves beyond
themselves, and they begin using their gifts, experiences, and impact to serve the church's
mission.10 Dave Kraft writes, today the crying need is for more leaders, growth by addition

8

Taylor Barry L., "The Impact of the Coaching Relationship on Pastoral Leaders in the Rocky Mountain
Conference" (2014). Project Documents. 128. https://digitalcommons.andrews.edu/dmin/128
9
Brigid Carroll, “Leadership: Contemporary Critical Perspectives,” 2015, pp. 89 108 https://au.sagepub.com/en-gb/oce/leadership/book242755#9781446294383
10

Justin Trevor Joy, “Establishing a Leadership Development Process for Gospel-Centered
Multiplication at The Village Church, Flower Mound, Texas” (D.Min. project, The Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary, 2016) 86-87.
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results from recruiting more followers but growth by multiplication needs the addition of more
leaders.11 Church leaders must be intentional about developing other leaders to replace them to
continue the work after their departure. As Jesus did when he developed the twelve, and the
apparent reason was so that after his death, burial, resurrection, and ascension the fledgling
church would be supplied with prepared leaders. When church leaders emulate this attitude they
become as Thom Rainer calls them “legacy leaders”.12 For Rainer, a legacy leader has a burden
for a successful ministry beyond his lifetime.13
Church – In this research, the church is defined as the small Christian community known
as Open Door Evangelical Church that gathers for ministry in Wakefield, MA under the
leadership of Reverend Odney where the researcher will conduct the study.
Discipleship- The process established in a church whereby the church's leadership trains
and equips members to help members become true ambassadors of Christ. Hull argues that the
church must engage in discipleship as this is its responsibility; otherwise, the church will
assimilate itself into the culture, causing the church to lose its identity. 14 The Christian life is not
a commitment for Sunday morning worship only; it is a lifestyle embedded in everything the
disciple does. Further, Putman and Harrington point out, that making disciples is not unique to
elders—discipleship is on the job description of every Christian. 15
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Dave Kraft, Leaders Who Last (Wheaton, IL: Crossway, 2010), 137.

12

Thom S. Rainer, Breakout Churches: Discover How to Make the Leap (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 2005), 44.
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Thom S. Rainer, Breakout Churches: Discover How to Make the Leap (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 2005), 45.

14
Bill Hull, The Complete of Discipleship: On Being and Making Followers of Christ. (Colorado Springs, CO:
NavPress, 2006), 13.
15

Jim Putman, Bobby Harrington, and Robert E. Coleman, DiscipleShift: Five Steps That Help Your Church to
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Spiritual Development- This is the process of growing into Christlikeness. It involves the
habits the Christian develops to his maturation. The discipline he subjects himself in includes but
is not limited to devotions, prayer, a meditation on Scripture, and fasting. Having good spiritual
discipline aids in a person's daily walk as a Christian.
Limitations
A study of religious leadership reveals significant limitations likely to affect the research
process. One of these is the fear of privacy and confidentiality. A section of the religious leaders
might fear that the information provided might be exposed in the public domain, tampering with
their privacy and confidentiality. This might cause some of the participants to provide inadequate
or wrong data and affect the research at large. The researcher has limited access to data and
information that supports the process and conclusion. Another limitation is that some participants
might decide to leave the study and affect the sample size and desirable outcomes. The
researcher may not have the members’ full participation, or they might not complete the
questionnaire adequately or quit midway in the study.
Delimitations
As a researcher, the writer will decide where to conduct the study. He also chooses the
sample size, with full knowledge that the target demographics are vital elements that can
positively or negatively affect the research study. The ability to evaluate these aspects enhances
the success of the research process. While this study’s goal is to affect the whole church, the
writer will limit it to baptized members who regularly attend service. The researcher will
distribute questionnaires that they will complete at their homes. And because each qualified
member may have a different perspective, every participant will receive one questionnaire even
if they were members of the same family. There will be no sharing of answers between them.
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There is a dire need to identify an appropriate ministry study location where the researcher is
assured of identifying a sizeable sample and acquiring essential data. The church is around forty
members; the researcher will target twelve members as a sample for the study, excluding
members who are already serving in leadership. The researcher will be cautious about acquiring
enough data and information capable of providing a potential outcome.
Thesis Statement
A church leader’s responsibility is to ensure the church is growing spiritually and
developing to its full potential. This responsibility is more pronounced in a smaller church where
the leadership must rely on volunteers to make ministry happen. Larger churches have the
privilege of paid staff. At Open Door Evangelical church, many activities suffer due to a lack of
volunteers and members’ unwillingness to participate in leadership. Refusal to serve may result
from a lack of understanding of their responsibility as disciples or a lack of adequate training.
As a result, the few church leaders are overworked, and some members are not growing. But if
Open Door Evangelical Church implements a discipleship program, then members will mature
into true disciples of Christ who will serve alongside the church’s leadership.
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CHAPTER 2: CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
Literature Review
There is an abundance of church handbooks on the market, published to help people do
church. However, when Jesus declared, “I will build my church” (Matt 16:18), he made two
fundamental claims: first, the church is his, and second, he is the one who will build it. Paul
supported these claims in his affirmations that Jesus Christ is the head of the church (Eph 1:2223; 4:15; 5:23; Col 1:18; 2:19). The church, visible and invisible, is Christ’s, not man’s. That
everything a church seeks to be and do must conform to the headship of Christ is not a matter of
choice but the standard. Since Christ is the head of the church, those who lead under him must
emulate his example and guide as he leads. Leadership should reflect the model of God himself
and that which the leaders of his people model throughout the Bible. God from the beginning
presented Himself as a triune God (Father, Son, and Holy Spirit) working harmoniously as a
team, each person doing a part in the plan of salvation.
Just as one sees in the triune God, the responsibility cannot rest on a single person in a
church environment. This study will address the sharing of responsibility and leadership
development in a small church setting by creating a process that will invite people and train them
to become part of a team and participate in the church's leadership.
Vision Sharing
Leaders in pastoral leadership must be aware of the significance of sharing a strong
vision with the members. Developing a solid vision allows the leader to lay down plans for the
future and open the door for team members’ participation in realizing the objectives. 16 The leader
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carries out vision sharing by communicating the vision to the members after he has developed
the plans for the long term. When vision is shared in a team, it stimulates the behavior and team
members’ performance positively, allowing them to buy into the vision and possess it as their
own. The ability to share a vision is one of the essential qualities of a leader. When a leader
articulates a clear and positive vision about the future, people are more willing to follow him. 17
Vision sharing energizes the members to participate with the leader in executing the targets in
the predefined plan.18
While Roger Heuser and Norman Shawchuck agree with Blaine McCormick and David
Davenport, they further develop vision sharing to argue for the vision’s need to be a Godinspired vision. When the leaders align their imagination with God’s vision for the heavens and
earth, they invite the congregation to go alongside them and dream with them. These leaders
must come to grips with what God is doing in God’s creation. If vision is a dream God puts in
His leaders’ hearts, such vision requires spiritual insight on the leaders’ part and a particular
awareness that stands apart from the usual ways people see things. 19 One who has not had a
vision from God cannot tell people to follow him in God’s direction. Sharing the vision is
important so people can follow. Leaders who have heard from God should not keep the vision to
themselves but enlist others to follow along. As Gary Collins says, visionary leaders are in short
supply today. It is visible in the government and the church. But when one can help people find a
clear vision and move them in their goals, that person is a true leader and can coach others to do
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the same.20 In sharing a vision, leaders can build a community of followers to embrace their idea.
However, Richard Ascough and Charles Cotton warn leaders about the need for boundary
clarification as Paul did to build a sustainable and vibrant community. 21 Passionate, visionary
leaders such as Paul need to pay careful attention to boundary clarification. Passionate leaders
unleash tremendous human energy, but they create an unstable container without a shared
understanding of acceptable behavior boundaries. 22
Building the Team
From the very beginning, the Bible asserts the importance of cooperative leadership. In
creation, God proclaimed, “Let Us make man in Our image, according to Our likeness” (Gen
1:26). In making this definitive statement regarding the creation of man, the God of the universe
is not only referencing Himself but affirming a leadership team approach, a joint effort, by
revealing that He is Three in One. Yates says that the creation of humankind becomes a
theological benchmark for the concept of teamwork.23
It is common in a church setting to find various kinds of teams, and that not everyone can
be part of every team. The group dynamic requires that the team consists of people who have the
same interest and are compatible. A team’s success relies on one member knowing the other is
working for the same goal and is interested in every action he takes. Second, each team member
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knows that his contribution is appreciated. Having the members embrace the concept of team
leadership affords them a diversity of perspectives. As Maxwell says, successful teams
intentionally amass people of various personalities, ethnic groups, and educations to expand the
team’s outlook.24 Teams become a powerful and strategic tool for ministry when all recognize
that together we know more than any one of us. 25 Robert Dale acknowledges that teamwork
embraces the merging of diverse persons centered on support, respect, interdependency, and
esprit de corps (a feeling of pride, fellowship, and loyalty with a particular group) are crucial for
teamwork as two church members depend on each other. 26
Trust
Establishing trust in team building is an essential component to ensure members are working
effectively and collaboratively. Trust is the binding force that allows the members to attain a
sense of safety and comfort, thereby laying down the foundation for developing an effective
team. When the group members feel safe, they are open to interactions, and they can embrace a
common cause. Adopting a common cause allows them to collectively take risks and be
vulnerable, which yields success in the future. 27
Besides, team building allows the members to undertake such practices and activities that
enable the team to exhibit cohesiveness and collaboration at all times. When people believe and
see their effort and their team efforts have a meaningful purpose, they are motivated to change
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their behaviors; they connect in their emotions when addressing essential priorities in their work
situation.28
The workplace can facilitate a change in behavior by providing an atmosphere to stimulate
individuals to change. When they believe that the individual and the members’ collaborative
efforts will have meaningful results for the group, they perform better. For this purpose, leaders
should have the ability to transform vision and strategy into achievements individual members
can easily comprehend. When members are working as a team, that allows accomplishing goals
and objectives in a predefined period while allowing people to feel good about pursuing such a
course of action.
In a church, the role of leadership is crucial in creating that environment; as Mohler says,
the integrity of the leader is necessary, and when members of the team recognized that that
leader shines for within the church, leadership rise and fall on leaders who exhibit integrity and
power to make things happened. 29 A leader must have the ability to provide guidance and
supervision to a group of individuals. That ability allows members of the team to grow and
develop. The leader in the church is the one upon whom the light shines with power alongside
integrity. Jesus throws light upon only those individuals who possess the capability to enlighten
others while making them shine to their fullest. These leaders’ lives are altered by God’s grace
and mercy, leading to the transformation of every sphere and phase of their lives. 30 Campbell
says it is people who build relationships. It is impossible to have a relationship with a group; it
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can only happen with individuals in the group that will manifest in one-on-one relationships
between a mentor and a mentee.31 A leader can build and develop relationships between
individuals and not with a group. A well-designed team will be conducive to teamwork. When
goals are clear, well-thought-out, team members with the right skills and experiences with
adequate resources and access to coaching and support will excel. 32
An effective team depends on the training and equipping of individuals with knowledge
about the goal and objectives. And the tasks the members will accomplish need to flow from the
overall goal set for the team. When the members have sound knowledge, skills, competencies,
and experiences, they work together cohesively. By gaining access to the leader's support and
coaching, team members can work in a motivated manner towards the vision. Building the team
is connected with vision sharing, as vision sharing allows team members to put their best foot
forward to attain success in the long run and achieve the goals as per the leader’s expectations.
There is no consensus regarding how best to help employees focus on what the leaders believe to
be essential and improve their performance.33
Value of Team Members
Team members are essential to every organization; they help accomplish objectives. Each
team member holds a crucial position as they work collaboratively for a specific purpose. 34 Here,
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group members must provide equivalent value to each other and give desired respect to
effectively work together and attain their particular goals and objectives for which they are
working together. Teams who provide high value to their members are more likely to accomplish
their purpose than those who do not have significant and collaborative working team members.
The leader’s primary role is to put the right person in the right place and provide them with a
comfortable environment to put their maximum effort into. Leaders also ensure that individuals
who work together can produce more than the situation in which they worked independently.
What motivates a team member is feeling good about day-to-day accomplishments; there lies a
source of motivation that leads to change in behaviors. As Katzenbach and Zia remark, however,
most people’s daily work can be dull, if not downright tedious, and stressful, thus, the
importance of the team member’s feeling. 35
Working in a team can be excellent support for the individuals as they can receive help.
However, it is not easy for the same person to work in a group for a more extended period as
they might lose excitement due to working within the same team with the same companions.
This situation proves that working in a team influences the person’s behavior as things are not
positive all the time. The team leader must know the team members’ importance and lead with
them, not over or apart. He must value them and lead them into a potentially deep commitment
to the community. The assumption is that teams dedicated to a shared purpose and one another
synergistically yield more results than the sum of individual efforts. The struggle to form a team
is real, and some leaders follow the path of least resistance, investing less time and energy in
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their formation and development.36 A good team results from the leader’s efforts after investing
time and energy to convince people to work together and accomplish their mutual goals and
objectives. Good leaders lead with others, not over or apart from them. When a team is working
together, they also share responsibilities, efforts, and the struggle of one member is the struggle
of all of them.
Along with this, the leader’s basic assumption should be a deep commitment towards the
leadership community, which would, later, contribute to formulating an effective team. Amy
Edmondson says that the complex interdependencies involved in learning and innovating require
the interpersonal skills necessary to negotiate disagreements, overcome technical jargon, and
revisit ideas or problems until solutions emerge, all activities supported by the team. 37 The
development of an effective team includes a range of innovative and learning concepts with
which people can work together.
Mentoring
Mentoring is the relationship between two or more people who have personal
development and professional goal. Mentors are the ones who generally share knowledge,
advice, and experience with the one who has less experience as compared to them. These less
experienced people who gain the knowledge are the mentees within the entity or the learning
premises. Mentoring is the best way people can efficiently deliver their experiences to others and
allow the mentees to learn new things. When mentees are invited into a mentor's life, they see
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and hear how the mentor navigates marriage, fatherhood, church, money, work, relationships,
health issues, and all the rest. The closer the mentor walks with Jesus, the more his life will
embody Jesus, and the more God will use his experience to influence the life of the mentees. 38
Jesus mentored his disciples and increasingly transferred His authority to the twelve during His
earthly ministry. Leon Morris writes, “The other synoptists tell us that Jesus gave them authority,
but Luke strengthens this with a reference also to power and with the information that it was over
all demons (‘unclean spirits’, Matthew and Mark, probably are much the same.)” 39
Mentors are the persons who provide mentees with direction and suitable guidance
through which they can elevate their future. It is no different in ministry. In that context, mentees
tend to witness how the mentor behaves like a father, custodian of the church, facilitator of
relationships, healer of health problems, navigates marriage, etc. By observing the mentor’s
different activities and practices, mentees understand the ideal way of living and ministry. God
uses the mentor’s influence to positively affect the lives of those he intends to use in the church,
so the mentor’s time is not wasted. By setting an excellent example for the mentees by
effectively and positively carrying out activities, the mentor can effectually shape mentees’ lives.
That environment allows the mentees to grow and develop to their full potential. By enhancing
their skills, abilities, knowledge, and competencies, the mentees can achieve the aim of their
lives.
The mentor is the embodiment of the Christian life, observable and accessible to the mentee.
While anything but perfect, the mentor’s experiences, transparently exposed and fully
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committed, show the younger man a real-life example of what a Jesus-follower life is like and
what it can be if he consecrates his life.40 Perfect mentors are the ones who are fully dedicated
towards the mentees and share their part of knowledge and experience with them so they can
maximize their learning. They are more likely to stay transparent and exposed to their mentees
and show them real-life examples of Jesus Christ's followers. Effectively they have handled the
situation of their life and lived in the best possible way. Great leaders know how to empower
others for long-term success. They find a way to sabotage the group’s dependency on themselves
and spread the leadership responsibilities.41
Great leaders are the one who knows the effective ways of empowering people for long term
success. The most successful among them also know the best possible course of breaking
dependencies on others. Among them all, the most important one is spreading leadership
responsibilities among team members to execute the work with the best efforts and attain their
defined objectives in the available time.
The Character of the Leader
The secular regards particular abilities as leadership qualifications, but sometimes they
are entirely different, even opposite to what qualifies someone for leadership in Christian
ministry. So, it is for the one who is called to serve in the church. Character matters, the leader’s
character must be consistent with the examples found in the biblical context. A leader is a person
who identifies the value existing in other individuals and invests their efforts in them for the
mutual benefit of both. Leaders are said to have a good character as they do not promote
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themselves, but others they believe possess the potential and abilities to become the next leader
in the emerging course of time. The leader has a character that is obedient as well as true to the
Holy Spirit.42 They use their influence to ensure the good of society and others under their
guidance and supervision. An ideal leader always focuses on the vision, enabling him to work
towards it until fulfillment. Leaders do not expect anything in return from others to whom they
have provided services. They feel that they are accountable towards others; thus, their actions are
always aligned with others’ good. 43 However, Albert Mohler says, and this is the reality that
leaders are not machines, nor are their followers; they are human beings who have to make
constant judgments about trust and confidence. There seems to be an instinct for leaders to
gravitate toward those they can trust and look warily at those who inspire no such confidence. 44
The leaders need to make judgments about their faith as well as trust continually. They are more
aligned towards the direction in which their instinct takes them as they trust that direction. It is
also constated that leaders are usually wary of individuals who do not stimulate motivation or
confidence because leaders think they do not hold the capacity and the capability to work in a
driven manner towards accomplishing desired goals and objectives. Thus, a leader must
encourage the team members to work in a motivated way throughout the decided period to
achieve positive results.
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The selflessness of a good mentor is evident. There is a willingness to invest in others
when there is no investment for yourself. 45 The general perception regarding a leader is that they
intend to invest their time and efforts in other individuals, i.e., their subordinates. This enables
them to make sure that the associates grow and develop to their most total capacity. Leaders are
acknowledged to invest more time in others than in themselves as they consider that they are
accountable towards others to provide them with an opportunity to flourish in the future. Their
central belief is that their subordinates’ growth would automatically result in personal and
professional development. Thus, the leader acts in the interest of their team members. As long as
his faith is strong enough to support him in difficulty, he can hold out. But if that scale is tipped
and our wounds become too great, we start to deconstruct. 46 The leader needs to keep the belief
and faith higher always as this allows them to bear the strongest wounds and not be much
affected by them. However, when the scale gets tipped and the scars become greater, it is seen
that the leader starts losing their confidence and belief. This situation undermines their
motivation, affects their overall leadership in the long run, and even impacts the subordinates as
they consider the leader as their role model. In addition, biblical leaders understand their
initiative must be for the benefit of others. In biblical leadership, whenever a leader acts, the
focus is on the character of the leader, his motives, and agenda much more than any particular
style, role, or setting.47
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The Conviction of the Leader
Outstanding leadership is built upon convictions. Leaders assure the flock is fed,
protected, and grows because they believe this is what their duties are by conviction. While the
temptation towards pragmatism is present, those who have conviction are not motivated by
perceived success; they will not compromise to achieve perceived success. Mohler says that you
will find convictions that drive and determine everything else at the center of his heart and mind
among all the other responsibilities that concern the leader. 48 Apart from convictions, leaders
will constantly change course or become self-serving opportunists. Mohler further observes that
passion arises naturally or not at all. It happens when convictions come to life, and deep beliefs
drive visions and plans.49 Convictions fuel a vision, form values, which govern the behavior,
communication, and interaction between individuals within a group. Together, convictions and
values determine the leader’s attitudes and opinions, which, in turn, govern his actions. It is his
convictions that give clarity to his decision-making. Leaders are sometimes required to make
quick decisions based on incomplete information, adjust their course, and then be ready to act
again. Deciding, adjusting, and deciding again is vital, lest a leader miss opportunities or get off
course. Convictions keep the leader on course. Bennis asserts that one of the most important
leadership lessons is learning to listen to, or trust, one’s inner voice. 50 The Christian leader
recognizes that this inner voice speaks from the conscience and the indwelling Holy Spirit and
judges right from wrong. It is the voice that speaks from the platform of convictions. Convictions
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strengthen leaders and give them the moral courage leadership requires. Sanders says the courage
of a leader is demonstrated in his willingness to face unpleasant results and even devastating
facts and conditions with equanimity. They do not deter him but despite them, he acts with
firmness in considering the reality, even though it means incurring personal loss and
unpopularity. His courage is not momentary, opposition and the tendency to remain unchanged
do not slow his progress but he continues until the task is complete. 51
Coaching Leaders
Coaching leaders follow a style keen upon employee engagement in decision-making and
other relative tasks; they exercise the coaching leadership style. This is a comparatively more
contemporary leadership style used by the leaders to obtain the subordinates' best out. However,
a coaching leader possesses the coaching skills it should not be compared or contrasted with a
coach. The coaching leaders hold coaching skills to facilitate their employees’ skills and abilities
under their guidance alongside supervision.52 The coaching leaders intend to set a dynamic
interaction with the employees to gain knowledge of their views and opinions related to a subject
matter at regular intervals of time.53 These views provide leaders with valuable and crucial
insights into the mindsets of people. Thus, personnel’s ideologies acquaint the coaching leaders
with the desired way the employees seek to attain the stipulated goal and objectives within a
predefined course. When selecting mentees, we’re looking for future leaders because God chose
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to equip us to be leaders.54 Leaders are responsible for the performance of their mentees. They
generally select those mentees who they consider are capable of becoming the next leaders in the
future. These coach leaders were themselves the recipient of knowledge conveyed to them in the
context of a loving coaching relationship coupled with concrete opportunities to apply the
knowledge and coaching they were receiving. 55 The coaching leaders receive feedback from
their subordinates and carry out motivational interactions. The feedback helps the leaders find a
way to encourage associates to carry out their learning procedures effectively. In the long run,
this promotes independence and responsibility within the subordinates giving them the freedom
to undergo growth and development. Whenever a new employee joins the organization, it is the
coaching leader’s responsibility to ensure that the individual gains knowledge about its formal
and informal dynamics. The differences in visibility between the formal and informal come into
play most obviously when a new person joins the organization. 56 It becomes essential for the new
employee to acknowledge formal and informal dynamics, to be able to gain knowledge of how
working takes place within an enterprise. The coaching leaders assume a vital role in this
relationship, acquainting the new employees with the company’s necessary information, other
employees, management, and reporting managers. The main concern held by the leader is the
continuation of conviction. Albert Mohler argues that the leader’s central problem concerning
legacy is the perpetuation of conviction. Albert Mohler argues that a leader stands and leads
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because he possesses deep beliefs that mature into convictions. 57 Over time, the leader’s ideas
and ideologies evolve into convictions to drive him as a guiding post, giving him direction when
he acts. They aim to instill the same extent of conviction within their subordinates.
Theological Foundations
Leadership is grounded in Scripture, and leaders are called to take the responsibility of
directing and guiding God’s people into the fullness of what God has planned for their lives.
Every individual who occupies a leadership position must understand it to be a calling from God.
In the religious setting, leaders are viewed as responsible for the care of the people entrusted to
them. They must be faithful, for they will have to give an account to their stewardship. 58 They
transform, conserve, and protect God’s creations. Leaders with a calling to serve others commit
their time and efforts to handle their roles effectively. For example, leaders offer appropriate
support at the family and community levels. Families encountering issues such as losing loved
ones and properties acquire religious leaders’ support through prayers, financial aid, and other
forms of support. Leaders must always engage in effective communications to keep in touch with
their followers and accomplish God’s mission. In the Bible, communication broke down, leading
to chaotic procedures, especially during the Lord’s Supper, where the disciples failed to believe
in the resurrection process.59 Early in humanity’s history, God showed leadership to be a calling
from Him. His directives to man evidence leadership as a role in the Biblical context; the man
was to take care of God’s creation (Gen 1:26). This is no small responsibility that God handed to
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man; it calls for careful consideration when leading and guiding people to achieve God’s desire.
The spiritual leaders are expected to oversee the believers’ spiritual growth and influence nonbelievers toward God.60 They should concentrate on the believers and be willing to deliver God’s
Word to non-believers to follow the right path. The modern church is characterized by massive
turbulent changes that undermine the achievement of religious goals and objectives. Banks notes
that changes such as technology, political climate, and new inventions have a significant threat to
meeting the future church’s demands. 61
Leadership as a Relationship Building Process
Religious leadership is based on the development of quality and lasting relationships with
God and others. It aligns with the follower-centric approach as opposed to self-centered
perspectives62. Religious leaders are called to serve others and sideline their interests to their
followers’ needs, concerns, and well-being. For instance, in the Bible, God had built a potential
relationship with Moses, where he used him to lead the children of the Israelites into the
Promised Land. In Exodus 24: 12-13, the Bible says that “The Lord said to Moses, come up to
the mountain and stay here, and I will give you the tablet of stone with the law and
commandments written with instruction.” God wanted to hand over the laws to Moses so that he
could take them to the people. This act shows that God has confidence and trust in Moses, so he
used him as a vessel. This is a challenge for religious leaders who are responsible for guiding and
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directing followers. In the church environment, leaders must work with others to boost their faith
and commitment. The Bible should always be their guiding factor in everything that they do. The
Scripture calls for partnership and service.
Biblical leadership is a partnership with God. Leaders must always incorporate
approaches and discipline that strengthen their relationship with God and receive guidance. For
example, Fasting is one of the potential ways of connecting with God to provide desirable
answers. Church leaders are God’s servants who rely on His instructions on handling a
congregation and other community members. Fasting helps to boost mental and spiritual status. 63
Leaders take their time to seek God’s presence to acquire the answers they seek as they avoid
any obstacle likely to tamper with the process. God has promised his people that he will offer
spiritual guidance anytime they seek his presence.
Biblical leadership is also partnering with others as co-laborers as exercising solo
leadership leads to ineffectiveness and fatigue. In Exodus 18:14 and following, Jethro Moses’
father-in-law saw how he alone was responsible for judging Israel. The advice Moses received
was invaluable. Instead of doing all these judgings, he should assign others to the same task.
Moses was leading a large number estimated at two million, according to some biblical scholars.
To judge that many people daily cannot be done effectively by one person. Based on the advice,
Moses divided the task and appointed other men to help him with the less complicated cases
while presiding over the more difficult ones.
Leadership in the church is a communal activity. In John 13: 14-15, religious leadership
is based on partnership and service, where leaders are expected to liaise with their fellow team
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members and the followers to establish a viable environment. For example, a leader should pray
in conjunction with their fellow leaders to boost the outcome due to developing a collaborative
environment. As the Bible states in Matthew 18:20, “For where two or more are gathered, there I
am in the midst.” Thus, communal prayers are highly beneficial. Notably, Christian leaders must
always understand the significance of the truth and forever live by it. They can only establish an
excellent relationship with their followers if they abide by the truth. Spiritual leadership revolves
around moving people to God’s agenda.64
Leadership as Modeling
The issue of morality and religion has created confusion surrounding leadership actions.
Leaders cannot be moral without God.65 Thus, religious leaders depicted as having inappropriate
actions have no viable spiritual teachings and basis. Also, they fail to align their beliefs and
values with God’s teachings emerging from his interactions with people. Leadership and
character walk hand-in-hand in the church context. All dimensions of integrity are essential to
Christian leadership.66 Possessing honesty and having strong moral principles are vital
foundational elements behind successful religious leadership. Followers can only believe and
trust in a leader who exemplifies honesty, integrity, and accountability. God always holds leaders
accountable for their character and conduct.
As a Christian leader, it is always essential to rely on the Bible for appropriate guidance.
At times, their behaviors might not align with God’s teaching, and intentional or unintentional
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involvement in these actions affects their suitability as leaders. Thus, there is a dire need to rely
on the Bible for guidance. They acquire an opportunity to familiarize themselves with God’s
teachings about how leaders should handle followers. For instance, if a leader addresses an issue
dealing with a pregnant young girl outside the marriage context, support is crucial compared to
passing judgments. Informing the young girl that she had made a mistake is an act of passing
judgment. Leaders are not in any position to judge but act as vessels for offering a suitable
support system amidst the current challenges. At times, leaders are faced with the challenge of
finding the right words to utter under given conditions and circumstances. Just like Jesus did in
Luke 6:12, where he went up the mountain to pray for guidance, leaders must also learn to
withdraw from uttering destructive statements and find strength through prayer or any other
powerful approach.
Church leaders must depict behaviors and actions that followers can emulate. They
should live a life that emulates godly character and thus develops an intimate relationship with
God. By serving people, church leaders desire to know God and serve Him for the rest of their
lives. Bekker reveals that church leaders must act as transformational leaders who engage in
actions that positively change lives. 67 They show the desire to base their attitude, perception, and
theological base on biblical teachings. For instance, Jesus washed his disciples’ feet in John
13:12 to show them that they should do the same for other people irrespective of their status.
This act communicates to leaders that they commit to others. If church leaders emulate Jesus,
there is a higher chance that they build similar traits among their followers. Thus, modeling is an
imperative approach to church leadership.
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Leadership and Missions
The global leadership domain revolves around a shift towards a particular outcome. In the
religious context, leadership is all about missions with the central aim of ensuring individuals
build their trust in God. The concept of missional churches portrays ideas on spirituality,
discernment, and leadership.68 In a dynamic world, church leaders have taken the initiative in
their hands to attend to people across a wide range of settings instead of the church alone.
Christian leadership is based on finding meaning in life by being committed disciples of Jesus
Christ. In the church setting, leaders are responsible for calling persons to receive Christ and
always acting according to the holy teachings. However, they do not reach out to all persons
because some do not attend church sessions. This is the start of the mission’s idea. If an
individual fails to visit God’s holy house, leaders have to take the initiative and take the Holy
word and teaching to them. It is crucial to organize mission activities where leaders visit people
in their homes, offices, and other areas to spread God’s word in conjunction with other church
members. This is a viable way of attracting community members into God’s house because they
have an opportunity to understand its rationale.
The goal of glorifying God drives Christian missions. According to Stairs, missionary
activities represent Jesus Christ and His Kingdom.69 During these visits, church leaders have an
opportunity to reach out to as many people as possible and call them into God’s Kingdom. As the
leaders, with other believers’ help tour across rural and urban areas preaching God’s word, many
people are saved and become active participants in God’s house. As many people commit their
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lives to God, soldiers rejoice due to the expansion of the kingdom. Besides preaching the word,
they also deliver essential information about health, social justice, education, and development.
As the Bible is clear regarding faith that is not accompanied by works is dead as one reads in
James 2:14-16. This helps community members to make autonomous and quality decisions
surrounding other vital elements of concern in their lives. One of the paramount issues of
concern in mission-based activities is submission.
Submission is a contemporary issue associated with church-based missions. As Thorsten
Prill reveals, some missionaries hold on to the principle of submission. 70 They expect locals to
receive the word and welcome God into their lives. However, the decision lies in the hands of
each individual. Leaders must ensure that their teams fulfill their part of the bargain and leave
individuals to make the decisions. At no point should they lure someone to accept God in their
lives because the outcome would only be short-term because their desire did not emerge from the
inner part of the heart. A believer should willingly reiterate their love and adoration for the
Almighty One with no external influence.
One of the responsibilities of the local church body is growth in love that necessitates
every member to do his part. Every member is obligated to grow personally and increasingly
own the ministry, for no local church will be healthy until all the members collectively own the
church mission. The leader needs to be calling others to step up and train them for the task, even
though there is risk involved. When leaders are equipping members, they face the difficult but
necessary task to correct them lovingly and challenge them to do more. The challenge attached to
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training others is that many members expect their leaders to do the majority, if not, all of the
ministry's duty. The remedy is for leaders to know how much responsibility they will place on
members, especially the newly trained to avoid discouragement.
Leadership as Service
Leaders are called to serve people. God shapes leaders in their lifetime and leadership
careers.71 They rely on the Bible to develop a spiritual pilgrimage that helps realize God’s
purpose of saving humanity. In the Bible, Jesus Christ spent his life serving others. He focused
his time and efforts on addressing challenges that affected community members. Today, church
leaders must emulate Jesus Christ to build an abled society. Service delivery in the church
context is based on discipline, proficiency, excellence, and perseverance. A leader must always
fulfill their duties without favor or contradiction. At times, handling a group of people might
demotivate a leader from undertaking his mission. For example, if someone visits a local market
area to preach and no one pays attention, some might give up on their quest to save lives and
support others to counter the challenges experienced. However, perseverance and discipline are
key characteristics that enable religious leaders to stay committed to their tasks. Spiritual
leadership enables pastoral leaders to have a positive influence on humanity. 72 They inspire
others through vision, faith, and hope. For example, as a team leader, when the junior team
members appear to have given up on calling people into salvation, the leader generates more
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strength to expand the kingdom. It is also vital to note that service is not all about calling
individuals into salvation but bettering their lives as well.
Religious leadership is all about genuine help to the needy. These leaders are honest to
themselves, God, and other people. Biblical icons such as Moses and Job exemplified
genuineness. Church leaders are expected to commit their time and efforts to help community
members deal with their limitations. For instance, people rely on religious leaders for prayers and
guidance when faced with a health threat. Congregational programs can be used to create
awareness and inform people about exposure to particular diseases, management, and
preventative strategies.73 During this time, leaders can offer prayers that offer safety and
protection for the community members prone to the disease. Notably, clergy can pass viable
information related to a healthier lifestyle for healthy living. They should also help the poor and
needy improve their conditions and status in the social setting. Thus, religious leaders act as
effective change agents across a broad range of areas. In the Bible, Jesus interacted and
associated with all persons in parties and social gatherings. Church leaders are called to be
genuine, authentic, and honest in all their missions. All their actions must revolve around
honesty, respect, and the desire to impact lives positively. Financial benefits should never act as
the motivational factor behind the desire to venture into religious leadership.
The Scripture provides church leaders with a practical manual to follow when delivering
religious-based teaching to humanity. They have a role and duty of leading followers in the right
direction. Notably, church leaders must act as models, create viable relationships with God and
people, undertake missions, and act as service providers. The community looks up to them to
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offer excellent support because they believe that the Holy Spirit always provides church leaders
with the power to handle any occurrence. Leaders live a life modeled in Christ and set an
important example that others can emulate. There is a dire need to always depend on the
Scriptures to base one’s actions and behaviors when dealing with followers in the religious
context. Leaders have a mission at hand to unite people among themselves and with God. The
expansion of the kingdom depends on church leaders’ ability and capacity to attract and motivate
people to become committed members.
Scriptures also provide church members with the responsibility to serve. All Christians
have tasks to perform in the service of the Lord in the church. Lack of members' involvement in
service renders the church a place where one comes to receive service. Paul argues in Eph 4 that
no one is ever meant merely to be a receiver of ministry. Since all members are part of the body,
they should both give and receive ministry. Churches will never achieve the level of maturity
that Christ means for them until all members are actively demonstrating their giftedness by
engaging in the ministries that their gifts entail (Eph. 4:12–16). When churches discover the
importance of an every-member ministry, they will truly experience the growth of the body, for
the edifying of itself in love (Eph. 4:16). Paul’s use of καταρτισμον (to equip, to train), and
αγιων (saints) shows in the larger context of the passage he is teaching what the purpose of
ministry is. Precisely in verse 12 “for the equipping of the saints for the work of ministry, for the
edifying of the body of Christ.”74 καταρτίζω (katartizō) is from κατά (kata) a preposition meaning
in accordance and ἀρτίζω (artizō) meaning to get ready, prepare, to complete, to equip, fully
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trained, made complete, to restore.75 Paul argues that the saints will not be complete if they are
not prepared to serve in the ministry. By teaching members to become disciples, leaders are not
only fulfilling their responsibilities; they are helping them live up to their calling. The church is
not edified when members are not serving.
Jesus commissioned the disciples to make disciples of all nations in the great commission
passage (Matt 28:19). The word πορευθέντες (Go) does stand as a command; it is a participle
used as an attendant circumstance to the main verb of the text, the command μαθητεύσατε, (to
make disciples). Making disciple certainly encompasses the person's salvation, for it is
impossible to ask someone to follow Christ if that person is not saved. In Matt 16:24 and Luke
9:23, he told his disciples that no man could follow him if that man is unwilling to deny himself.
The desire to follow Jesus must accompany the denial of self followed by picking up one’s cross
daily. The idea of denying yourself ἀπαρνέομαι (aparneomai) is translated as to deny and means
to forget one’s self, lose sight of one’s self and one’s interests. 76 Throughout the gospel, Jesus
talked about the price of being a true disciple. In Luke 14:25-27, Jesus said, “Anyone who comes
to me but refuses to let go of father, mother, spouse, children, brothers, sisters—yes, even one’s
self can’t be my disciple. Anyone who won’t shoulder his cross and follow behind me can’t be
my disciple.77
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Leadership as Shepherding
Biblical leadership is portrayed as shepherding. Leaders provide spiritual nourishment for
those in their care. The health of the flock depends on the quality nourishment it receives. The
need for the leader to continuously feed the community is a daily task, it is always urgent, and
there is no replacement for it. In John 21:15-17, in restoring Peter, Jesus commanded him three
times to feed the sheep. Jesus attached Peter’s restoration to the feeding of the sheep, a theme
that Peter will repeat later in his first epistle admonishing the elders to shepherd the flock of God
in a manner consistent with the calling 1Peter 5:2-4. The leader as a shepherd is accountable to
the chief Shepherd who will appear to give a crown of glory to those shepherds who have to
fulfill their responsibility earnestly. Paul in Acts 20:28 and following, while he was departing the
Ephesians’ elders urged them to heed to themselves and to the flock on which the Holy Spirit has
made them overseers because savage wolves will come among them not sparing the flock. The
leader not only has the responsibility to nourish but also has the responsibility to protect.
Theoretical Foundations
In action research, a solid theoretical foundation is essential. Researchers rely on these
theories to develop their action plans, hoping they will generate their plans to address the
problem and produce the change they would like to see. There are many theories a researcher can
use. This research will first consider the functionalist theory and then continue developing the
transformational leadership theory, then the Symbolic Interactionism Theory, and finally the
servant leadership theory.
The Functionalist Theory
One of the theoretical frameworks applicable in modern religious leadership is the
functionalism theory. It portrays religion as an element that serves distinct functions at the
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community level. Religion handles spiritual guidance, offering emotional comfort, facilitating an
interaction platform, and providing social control. It helps individuals to understand the spiritual
world. Individuals have an opportunity to interact effectively and acquire significant values that
reinforce social norms through their religions. Stausberg reveals that the functionalist theory
brings people together due to shared values and beliefs. 78 It remains an approach of central
importance at the community level. For example, believers develop order, comfort, and
organization during religious rituals and events due to shared religious symbols and behavioral
patterns. The functionalist theory calls for leaders to depict readiness in offering a wide range of
services to the followers.
Transformational Leadership Theory
The other essential model is the transformational theory, where leaders act as role
models, pay attention and address individual needs for personalized growth. These leaders have a
goal to achieve the mission of directing individuals to God’s path so that they can enjoy all the
promises that God set for them. As religious leaders help others, they also grow in the pursuit of
a worthy and valued mission.79 They act as role models where others can emulate their behavior.
For example, if the leader exemplifies care for others, the followers are likely to deliver a similar
support system. They also offer a promise of God’s kingdom, which is a high expectation and
promise for those who believe and trust Him. They ensure that they communicate this to the
followers, intending to develop appropriate behavior change. At the community level,
individuals encounter issues that attract creative and critical thinking processes. Religious leaders
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ensure that they help their followers to solve prevailing issues. Paying attention to each person’s
needs effectively helps guide community members to find potential solutions for their
challenges.
Symbolic Interactionism Theory
The symbolic interactionism theory aids in the passage of quality religious values,
beliefs, and practices. Individuals rely on these elements to build quality relations and
interactions. Religion provides appropriate symbols that humankind depends on to make
decisions based on their interactions and associations. Teaching religious education,
evangelization, and community building are potential tactics religious leaders use to unite
people. Thus, leaders are expected to pass practical spiritual aspects that motivate individuals to
live a sacred life. Religion is a culturally universal element that binds the leader and the
followers.80 Thus, leaders ensure that followers can understand religion and its components for a
unified society.
Servant Leadership Theory
Religious leaders act as God’s servants where their mission is to offer spiritual support
for other people. A servant leader is a servant first and leading flows from servanthood. 81 It
begins with the natural feeling that one wants to serve first. Then conscious choice brings one to
aspire to lead.82 Servant leaders listen and meet the needs of the followers. For instance, if
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someone approaches a leader for guidance on a problematic issue, the leader should listen
receptively and offer appropriate advice. They should not judge but rather advise accordingly.
Church leaders also provide learning opportunities, such as seminars, conferences, and missions
to other people. As God’s servants, religious leaders develop trust, openness, and accountability
so that the followers can also produce similar characteristics. This helps to build an excellent
relationship between the leader and the followers. Padgett says that servant leadership is mutual
submission to the Lordship of Christ and anything different is unbiblical. 83 Therefore,
submission to one another in the Lord is of necessity as Paul says in (Eph 5:21). Overall, leaders
are called to serve humankind as they served people after being ordained with His father's
responsibility. For the past several decades, secular academicians formulated ideas and
theoretical constructs to support servant leadership theory. Reinke with his focus on the creation
of a trusting community writes servant leadership is highly consistent with Judeo-Christian
philosophical traditions.84
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY
Research studies are standard and common processes undertaken across numerous
sectors. Religious institutions have a role and duty of leading God’s people on the right path
through their leadership approaches. Research studies focusing on churches and other religious
institutions help evaluate gaps that affect the followers’ involvement and serve the church.
Church members are encouraged to take part in research studies to help the church develop
suitable leadership. Focus group discussions, surveys, and interviews are potential
methodological designs that researchers focusing on religious students can undertake to obtain
significant data sets to address leadership problems in the church. Each of these methodologies
should correlate with the rules and standards expected in the research field. This researcher will
create a favorable environment so that participants can feel comfortable relaying pertinent
information.
Intervention Design
Intervention designs are mainly beneficial in assessing believers’ attitudes and
perceptions about available leadership structures and systems. It is vital to develop these designs
in a church-based setting to acquire appropriate feedback from the members. Surveys,
interviews, and focus groups are the interventional designs this researcher will utilize in this
study. A survey entails collecting information from individuals and assessing their perception
and attitude towards something or a set of concern issues among group members. An interviewbased study could also provide full details about the church’s existing structures. Lastly, a focus
group allows religious leaders to obtain feedback from the followers about various church
settings, calling for suitable adjustments when and where necessary. Effective implementation of
each interventional design accelerates success and positions the leaders in a better place to make
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quality changes. Focus groups, surveys, and interview schedules are potential interventional
designs that the church will adopt to examine the followers’ perception of a wide range of
religious perspectives and primarily those centered on their institution.
Focus Group Discussions
Focus group study will enable leaders to learn more about their congregations. Notably,
followers will also have an opportunity to understand each other’s ideas, views, and opinions
across various church processes and functions. Due to the increased diversity in the church
setting, it is crucial to establish this study procedure to acquire different perspectives. Focus
group discussions allow participants to tell their stories, express their opinions, and share their
views without the strict sequence of questions. 85 However, the researcher will ensure that the
focus group interviews are carefully planned and conducted. In this case, the church environment
is composed of individuals from distinct backgrounds. But at Open Door Evangelical, the
congregation is of one nationality; language and customs will not impede understanding what
this researcher is saying, yet this researcher will explain every detail during the focus group
discussion to avoid any misunderstanding between generational differences.
For step one in the focus group discussion, this researcher will contact twelve adults,
baptized members who do not have any church responsibility. This researcher will have a phone
conversation with these members to explain what he intends to do and obtain their verbal consent
to participate in the discussion.
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Step two for the discussion will be to schedule the day, the time, and the discussion
location. The participants have different work schedules, and because Sunday is a more
convenient day for everyone, the discussion will happen on a Sunday afternoon at the church in
the sanctuary. The church sanctuary is a neutral location and offers privacy and will indicate to
participants this is a church-related focus group discussion.
Step three will consist of having the twelve participants spread in the sanctuary to allow
social distancing. After check-in with sister Yolene who will meet them at the door, sister
Yolene will assign them to their seats and offer them water while this researcher will be in the
office praying for the discussion’s success. This researcher will thank the group for their
participation and welcome them to participate in the debate entirely; he will follow with an
opening prayer.
Step four will consist of the opening prayer and the distributing of the written consent for
participation. Participants will have five minutes to read the authorization, and this researcher
will be there to answer any question they have. After the consents are signed, sister Yolene will
collect them from the participants.
Step five will be the beginning of the discussion. This researcher will explain briefly the
rationale of the study and what he would like to see happening during the discussion. The
researcher will start by asking open-ended questions based on the problem of the church he is
researching. This discussion will be a give-and-take atmosphere. Everybody will have an
opportunity to share their opinions about the church and improve how the church functions
moving forward.
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A copy of the consent and the agenda of the discussion will be in the appendix. Sister
Yolene will help in calling on participants who want to intervene with an intervention. This
researcher will take a detailed note of the discussion.
Step six will be the close of the discussion. At the end of the session, the researcher will
thank everyone for their participation. The session will last about one hour. Once the session
ends, this researcher will write the final transcript and check with sister Yolene for any recording
discrepancy.
This researcher will conduct the focus group discussions because it will help effectively
plan the course of action to implement and execute the study results. A close deliberation
between the members will inform the researcher about a collective strategy that offers growth
opportunities.
In the contemporary religious sector, focus group discussions qualify as a potential
research tool to investigate religious institutions’ leadership status. Diversity in the religious
sector is one of the conditions that attract focus group discussion as religious stakeholders seek
to unite people. The numerous preachers' cases manipulate and exploit church members' call to
utilize focus groups to attain religious research objectives. 86 It accelerates efforts to assess the
strengths of the system of leadership in place in various churches. Notably, focus groups help
leaders to explore the gap between what people say and what they do. A focus group discussion
helps understand these variations so that church leaders are better positioned to adopt and
implement strategic ideas to boost believers’ faith and actions. This study will primarily revolve
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around focus group discussions, paving the way for the interview and survey. As Nnachi
highlights, data collected through focus group discussions is utilized in developing interview
schedules and questionnaires.87 Combining the three approaches is vital as it helps undertake
extensive and in-depth study across numerous religious topics. During this stage, the facilitator
will liaise with the participants to discuss multiple issues connected to their church. The research
outcomes are likely to positively change their lives, whether around the institution or community
level. Suppose the current leadership setting has failed to improve structures and systems for use
in the church. In that case, the results will recommend that leaders should become more
responsible in their respective positions.
Surveys
Surveys are one of the quality interventional designs used to acquire information about a
situation. The questions presented in a research process shape the expected outcomes. 88 This
process will primarily integrate questionnaires delivered to participants to examine their attitudes
and perception towards a wide range of perspectives. In a church context, surveys are appropriate
as they provide the researcher with the opportunity to ask a few targeted questions to individuals.
The questions asked are a critical guiding factor in selecting the survey research design. 89 The
evaluation of the listed items paves the way for the selection of this integral approach. In a
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church study, it is essential to develop precise questions to allow the participants to provide clear
answers based on their understanding of the situation.
In some cases, the subjects might fear providing clear-cut information due to the fear of
confidentiality. However, the survey will incorporate the confidentiality element to ensure that
participants provide essential data and information. Church-related issues are sensitive and might
attract inappropriate feedback if the researcher fails to develop pertinent questions for the
participants. Thus, there is a need to structure the questionnaires in the subjects’ best interest to
deliver quality information. One of the opportunities linked with surveys is the ability to connect
the acquired data with external sources.
For this survey, the researcher will mail thirty questionnaires to members of the church.
There will be a letter explaining the package’s survey and encouraging them to participate with a
guarantee of a confidentiality agreement. There will be a stamped returned envelop included with
the questionnaire. A copy of the questionnaire will be in the appendix.
The first step in the survey is to prepare the members to participate. This researcher will
address the congregation from the pulpit, telling them they will receive the survey in their
mailbox and encourage them to complete and return it in the pre-posted envelope provided.
For step two, sister Yolene will gather the introductory letter, the questionnaire, and the
pre-posted envelope to make an individual mailing package.
In step three, sister Yolene will mail the packages to the members’ respective homes.
This researcher will continue to encourage the members to complete the survey and remind them
of the return’s expected date. Members will have three weeks to complete and return the surveys.
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Step four will gather, tabulate, and interpret the data from the survey returned to the
church. This researcher will expect members to complete and return the surveys on time. He will
remind the people every Sunday about returning them.
Surveys can give data and information that connects to external sources. As Vannette and
Jon state, surveys provide a viable chance of tying the participants’ data to external sources. 90
This researcher will use these external sources as foundational to the study. The questions will
connect with the baseline data established from these external sources. This will assist the
researcher in obtaining viable data that support the research study.
Interview Sessions
The last intervention this researcher will use in the study is one on one interview. This
researcher will rely on the interview methodology to obtain feedback that opens opportunities for
important decisions. The researcher will establish a conversation with each of the twelve
participants that participated in the focus group discussion to collect in-depth information
regarding their opinions, thoughts, feelings, and experiences. As Bolderston says, interviews are
the best approach that aids in understanding people’s thoughts, ideas, and perceptions. 91 The
interview session will enable the researcher to collect a broad range of information, depending
on their behavior and utterances. The interviews will be in person or over the phone, depending
on the availability of the interviewees. The researcher will interview nine members who did not
participate in the focus group discussion.
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The first step in the interview intervention design will inform the nine members and
ensure their consent to participate. Sister Yolene will contact the members regarding the
interview and clarify the interview’s voluntary participation aspect. Sister Yolene will set up the
interview time for each of them and relay it to the researcher. The nine members’ selection will
be based on the following criteria: they have not participated in the church’s leadership. Second,
they did not participate in the focus group discussion. This researcher will use the same consent
to join as in the focus group discussion. If the interviewee cannot do an in-person interview,
verbal consent will suffice during the phone interview. The researcher will read the interviewee’s
consent to sign when they come to church next time.
The second step in the interview process will be the interview itself. The researcher will
call the member and conduct the interview. During the interview, the researcher will take
detailed notes, watch for expressions, attitude, and whether a question takes an interviewee by
surprise. He will watch for the tone of voice and posture during the interview.
In step three, the researcher will interpret each interview note and compile them into one
document.
One of the advantages of the interview strategy is that it allows a researcher to examine
participants’ non-verbal cues and connect them with the information they provide. For example,
body movement and eye contact will present an opportunity for the researcher to determine if the
answers provided are appropriate depending on the feedback they deliver and their actual body
status. Another rationale behind this methodology is that the subject has a chance of explaining
themselves further. The interview questions will be open-ended, paving the way for quality
explanations. These questions have an open-ended follow-up. Participants have an opportunity to
clarify their reasons for the response, apparent ambiguities and explore reactions out of the
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expected range of answers.92 The interpretation allows the researcher to have a deeper
understanding of the answers provided. In this case, this researcher will form interview sessions
depending on the researchers’ preferences to collect data linked to a range of leadership
approaches and other significant elements that determine satisfaction among the church
members.
One of the considerations that will be needed in the interview methodology is facilitation
by a church leader, and this researcher is the church’s pastor. Since the research will collect
information linked to the church leadership, it is vital to have one of the leaders undertake the
process. This leader, who is also the researcher in the study, will be expected to remain impartial
to enhance the process’s success. The handling of the process will determine if a desire for
improvement leads the leader. As Freed reveals, being a leader is a calling rather than a choice. 93
Thus, the leader’s ability to manage the process will portray if they are driven by desires and
emotions or are guided by God’s Holy Spirit. The interviews will provide deeper exposure to the
issues since the participants will offer information beyond the questions the researcher has
developed. They have the opportunity to provide further clarifications on each research item. 94
Implementation of the Intervention Design
Focus group discussions approach. The selection of the study participants will be
approached using a purposive or convenient form of sampling. Since these discussions do not
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provide information representing a significant population, a rigorous process is not needed. The
research process will mainly concentrate on the qualitative form of data. The central rationale
behind it is that the processes attract rich information aligned to the topic of interest. 95 Churchbased research requires simple research procedures and the use of the purposive sampling
method guarantees the attainment of the common objectives. In this case, the facilitator will
select members of the congregation that are likely to deliver potential information applicable to
the research. For instance, if the topic is the impact of leadership on the lives of the lessprivileged community members, the researcher will target followers from marginalized areas in
the community. This will enable the facilitator to obtain data that closely relates to the
discussion.
Besides the purposive sampling schedule, the investigator will also ensure the
participants have similar backgrounds and characteristics. There is a higher likelihood that the
diverse population will contain individuals with distinct characteristics. Such a population relays
rich information that advances the research outcomes. 96 The facilitator will ensure the
participants have a shared perspective to accelerate achieving the expected goals and objectives.
The focus group discussion will be an open process where each participant will be expected to
provide views, opinions, and ideas linked to the subject at hand. Every response will be valid,
and there is improved comfort. Before the processes commence, the investigator will assure them
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that there are no right or wrong answers to create a conducive environment for the discussion.
Notably, respect towards the opinions of other persons in the group setting will be highly upheld.
Everyone will be expected to remain on the topic so that the process is more beneficial for all.
Another element that the investigator will need to put across is that if any of the members is not
comfortable with a particular agenda, they can decide to restrain themselves from making any
contribution. The facilitator is central to establishing a favorable and relaxing environment,
especially for unfamiliar participants. 97 They are more likely to provide quality information if the
process takes place in a conducive setting. A limited number of participants will make the
process more successful than when dealing with a large number. 98
The facilitator will rely on simple language and raise issues that connect with the
participants. For example, when dealing with a problem such as Christ's identity, the researcher
will structure the discussion to follow that path. Sideling from the issue at hand might create
confusion and tension among the participants and lead to an inefficient process. Thus, a positive
environment increases the chances of building an excellent research process and acquiring the
expected results.
Surveys Approach. The first stage in the implementation of the survey process is to define
the objectives. Surveys are often complicated and call for extensive planning. 99 The researcher
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will put effort and time into planning to achieve quality information that yields an excellent
conclusion. This research method will concentrate on using questionnaires, where the researcher
will develop a set of questions for the participants to provide feedback regarding the highlighted
issues. Depending on the issue at hand, the researcher will develop a set of objectives that will
create a foundation for the research process. The interview questions that will be provided to
each of the participants will correlate with these objectives. This reduces the complications and
difficulties experienced with the use of surveys. 100 After formulating the questions, the
researcher will distribute the questionnaires to the participants or if members can choose to fill
the questionnaires at the church. The church environment is a conducive environment for
carrying out the survey. If it is the case, the participants will arrive on time and position
themselves in the area arranged for that effect. The church is a small institution, and this attracts
a limited number of subjects for the study. As opposed to the assumption that large groups
deliver the desired results, a small study group can also offer the opportunity to collect
imperative sets of data and information.101 In this case, the researcher will work with a limited
number to ensure a successful information gathering process. The researcher will then provide
each one with a questionnaire that they will fill depending on their understanding and comfort. A
key aspect to note here is the assurance of confidentiality to reduce the fear that most of them
will develop in providing information that might disadvantage them in the church. The leader
will inform them that the process is confidential and that their privacy is not at risk. The forms
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will be filed, after which the researcher will collect them for later analysis. The questions asked
will inform the feedback acquired.
Interviews Approach. The interview session will be in the form of one-on-one interaction
where the researcher will have first-hand experience interviewing potential participants of the
church-based study. The researcher will develop open-ended questions that will allow the
participants to offer essential information because they can further state their views and opinions
instead of giving yes and no answers. It will provide flexibility and freedom for both sides.
According to Alshengeeti, open-ended interviews ensure that the researcher and the subjects will
enjoy the flexibility and have the freedom to answer the question as they understand them. 102 For
example, if the participants fail to understand a question, they will have an opportunity to ask for
clarifications. The same applies to the investigator who might not understand the answer
provided by the subject. This paves the way for an elaborative discussion and engagement. The
interview will be approximately twenty minutes, whereby the researcher will strive to ensure the
time frame is achieved so that the other members have an opportunity to participate in the
process satisfactorily. Another fundamental approach is the selection of a conducive environment
free from any form of interaction. The investigator will need to identify a segment that has the
least or zero distractions to enhance success. For example, the church seminar room is a setting
that can offer the required environment whereby each of the participants offers their insights
differently. A small number is likely to fasten the process and is most beneficial in the religious
industry.103 Besides these elements, the selection of words and phrases in the interview will be a
primary aspect of consideration.
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During the actual interview session, the investigator will introduce themselves to each
participant and highlight the process’s rationale. This creates familiarity between the two sides,
an aspect that opens opportunities for improved success. The preparation of quality interview
questions is a significant consideration in sessions that target obtaining data and information to
support the research hypothesis. Research shows that investigators must write viable interview
questions that positively capture the participants’ feelings and emotions Bolderston. 104 The voice
and detailed description offered by each of the sides is dependent on the nature of the interview
questions generated by the researcher. The tone must be friendly so that the subjects are
motivated to provide the correct information. Interview questions that do not capture the
subjects’ attention fail to generate the beneficial results to make viable conclusions. Notably, the
sequence of the questions and the topic should be based on a thematic approach. The researcher
will ensure that the research items are arranged sequentially so that the subjects can follow
closely and avoid confusion. Effective implementation of each of the three research
methodologies will allow the research team to obtain a wide range of research data that supports
their hypothesis.
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CHAPTER 4

This thesis project aims to uncover why many Open Door Evangelical Church members
were not serving and propose a discipleship strategy to encourage them to share in the church's
leadership. In chapter 1, there was a presentation of the problem; members are afraid to step into
leadership, leaving a few to do everything, resulting in a lack of growth in the uninterested
members and impeding the church to function to its total capacity. In chapter 2, a review of the
literature on the subject showed materials available on church leadership. Still, most of the
leadership material available does not address the disinterest of small church members in this
capacity and how to help them develop in small churches. Chapter 3 presented the methodology
and interventions to address the issue.
This chapter will show what has resulted from the different intervention tools, the
insights into the data's analysis, reflections on the research findings, and the discipleship strategy
used to arrive at the expected results. The researcher anticipated the explanation as to why the
members at Open Door Evangelical Church are not serving and why they are not behaving as
disciples. Many did not show any interest in leadership. The surveys, the interviews, and the
focus groups have provided answers that warranted a change in the way the church was
operating.
Results from the Survey
From 30 surveys distributed, 20 returned to the researcher. The different questions in the
study and the results are below and demonstrate that many church members would like to serve
if offered the opportunity.
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In the first question of the survey, the answers were favorable for the appreciation of the
church members.


What is your impression of Open Door Evangelical Church? How did you feel telling
people you are a member of Open Door Evangelical Church?
Of the 20 answers received, 75 percent of the 20 answers or 15 members said they were

happy to be part of the church, 10% or two members expressed impressions that are not positive,
and 15% or three members presented neutral impressions.

Impression about the church

Positive

Negative

Neutral

Figure 1

The second part of the question helped gauge the reliability of the answers given in the
first part. The opinions considered positive range from members saying they are proud to be the
church's members and always telling people about their church. Others expressed a negative or
neutral impression about their membership. The two negative opinions said they come because
they have no other place to go but have no attachment to the church. The three members
expressing neutral opinions said the church is like any other church, and because they have
family there, they come. While their views are neutral or negative, they have not ended their
membership and still come regularly. These members have expressed genuine views about the
church. The two negative and three neutral opinions range from one saying the church is ok, just
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like any other church, or that the pastor and his wife handle everything and nobody else is
involved in the decisions. These kinds of opinions are most helpful to what the thesis project
purposed to accomplish.
The next question in the survey that revealed pertinent information to this study has to do
with people's involvement in the ministry consideration. The twenty returned surveys showed
dissatisfaction for the most part. The answers received are shown below.


How do you see the involvement of people at the church?

From the twenty responses, 85 percent of the twenty or seventeen say the church could
involve more people in its activities, especially the worship services. These seventeen members
expressed the idea of training the current members engaged in leadership activities and making
this training available to others. From their responses, one can see that there would be a great
benefit in others being included in the church's leadership. Their mentioning of the training
necessary for the current members shows they are willing to be trained and integrate the
administration was positive. Eighty-five percent of those surveyed foresee that the church could
be run better if other members had the opportunity to participate in leadership. More people
should be involved in administration, they said, and they used the worship service as an example
to show if more people were involved, there would be more variety in the services. They noted
the makeup of the worship services is always the same. Many songs in the worship services are a
repeat of what happened the previous Sunday; this is due to the lack of other people's
involvement, and the same persons are leading the services all the time. The participation of
other members could resolve the problem, and people would become more enthusiastic about the
service.
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The other 15 percent or the three other responses were indifferent and did not think there was
a need to do anything concerning how the church functions. They want to keep the status quo
since, for them, it is working. While they might not be delighted with the church, they say
nothing needs to change. They did not see the need to alter the church's current structure. The
researcher understands that this 15 percent may be afraid the church's leadership will call on
them to lead the church. While they continue to remain members of the church, receiving all that
the church can offer, these members are not willing to do their part for the progress of the
church. The researcher finds these answers valuable for the study, as they show the reality of
small church leadership concerns. These members can benefit from understanding that as
members of a church, it is their responsibility to contribute to the church's mission and do their
part and not be satisfied with the service of others as they have been saved to serve to the praise
of the glory of Christ.

Involvement in the church

Positive vue on Involvement

Negative Vue on Involvement

Figure 2

The next series of questions are more telling about the mindset of the members; they are
the YES or NO questions. The survey contained five questions about personal ministry within
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the church. These questions are related to an area of the church ministry where they can serve
after being trained.


Will you teach a Sunday school class if you were trained?

From the twenty responses, the overwhelming response was that people want to be involved.
When the survey was taken, Sunday school was not active due to COVID-19, however, fifteen of
the answers, or 75 percent, say if training is available and they are appropriately trained, they
would reconsider their involvement in Sunday School. While it might be the case that some of
them will not qualify to teach a Sunday school class, it is essential to notice the willingness to be
involved. It will be in the church's best interest that those who would not qualify to teach are
involved in some capacity within the Sunday ministry. Four of the respondents, or 20 percent,
say they are not sure. The researcher would consider these answers as people who need some
encouragement and may be convinced to participate if talked to. One respondent or five percent
say they have no interest in being involved.

Teaching Sunday School

interrested if trained

Not sure

Figure 3
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No interestedl



Will you lead a worship service if you were trained?
The question regarding leading the worship service did not yield answers that are as

encouraging as the other responses. Before looking at the data, the researcher realizes that
leading worship service is intimidating for many. Standing in front of the congregation where
services are live on Facebook and YouTube is no small thing, especially for members who are
afraid to make mistakes. While in other areas of the ministry, few will see a leader's mistakes,
but when it is streamed live on social media, the world will see them. The researcher can argue
that is the reason, so few members are interested in leading worship.
From the twenty responses, three respondents, or 15 percent, say they would lead worship
service after being adequately trained to do so. Of the 17 who declined to take charge, six of
them, or thirty percent of the total, say they would be involved in the service, but they do not
want to be in charge. They are willing to read Scriptures or pray at some part during the service.
Still, they are not ready to be responsible. The remaining 11 respondents or 55 percent of the
total, say they prefer to serve in other areas.
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Leading Worship

Will not lead worship

Will Participate but will not take charge

will lead worship

Figure 4

As the researcher previously explained, one should not interpret the responses as
unwillingness to participate but rather interpret them as a misunderstanding about the
respondents' perception of worship. While it is understandable people are afraid to make
mistakes, especially when the world is watching, the researcher instead sees the respondents do
not have a proper understanding of the worship service as an offering to God, not as a
performance.
The next question is about being part of a group as opposed to standing alone and leading
worship. Being involved with others as part of a group is less intimidating than standing alone.


Will you sing in the choir if called upon?
Ten or 50 percent say they would participate in the choir if called upon from the twenty

respondents. Three or 15 percent say no, they will not have the time. Seven or 35 percent say
they do not know if they can sing; they have never been part of a choir. Before committing, they
would prefer a tryout with the maestro to evaluate their ability to sing. If that works out, they will
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join. If that does not work out, that will be alright with them; they will serve in different areas in
the church.
Analyzing the results for that question, the researcher sees them as promising if seven
respondents want a tryout, which opens the possibility to have some of them, if not all, join the
choir. There is no guarantee that all seven will qualify after the tryout. Still, their will to try out
can be considered positive signs and opens the possibility of having more members involved in
the ministry. The researcher sees that those who may not qualify for the choir can be encouraged
to participate in different areas of the ministry where they have more qualifications. This is also
an excellent opportunity to test how genuine these seven members were in their responses.
Suppose the church deals appropriately with the frustrations of those who do not qualify to
become a choir member; in that case, the leaders can channel them into another ministry within
the church. All the church needs are people who are willing to get involved in the ministry.
Another area of the church that needs more involvement is in the administration of the church;
the next question will address that.

Sing in the Choir

Will join

Will not join

Figure 5
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Will you participate in the administration of the church if called upon?
From the twenty respondents, only two persons gave a definitive yes. The 18 others say

no, they will not participate in the administration of the church. The researcher realizes that little
willingness to participate in administration may be due to a lack of understanding of how vital
administration is for the church and what it entails. These members do not think the
administration is necessary or do not see it as part of the ministry. For them, it might be more
technical and less spiritual than the other areas of ministry. Yet, without administration, the
church will run into serious difficulties. The obligations of the church towards the city and the
state will not automatically be met, but someone needs to take care of them. Someone needs to
know when the rent is due and when to pay for the other bills or ensure enough supplies to clean
the church and maintain the building and all that the church needs to operate. The responses to
the previous questions were encouraging, and the leaders could see something to work with; the
low response to participate in the administration of the church is concerning. The need to include
a section on the value of administration in the discipleship training is warranted.

Church Administration

Will Participate

Will not Participate
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Figure 6



Would you get involved in the media ministry of the church if you were trained?

The responses to this question are promising. Ten or 50 percent responded positively from
the twenty respondents, the same number received regarding singing in the choir. Seven or 35
percent say they would like to be part of it in the future, and three or 15 percent say it is too
complicated, they are not interested. It is interesting to see a lack of appreciation for
administration but a manifested interest in the media ministry. While the survey was unanimous,
and the researcher has no way to find out who returned the questionnaires, he thinks the younger
people may be driving the numbers up due to the visibility and the many possibilities in the
media ministry. The media ministry offers many opportunities; one can minister in making the
weekly bulletin or projection of the songs we sing during the service or the handling of the
soundboard or the social media aspect of the service.

Participate in the Media Ministry

Will Participate

Will Participate in future

will not participate

Figure 7



If called upon to be part of the board of the church, what would your answer be? Yes or
No.
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The responses to this question were negative, as the researcher anticipated the members did
not want to take responsibility for the church. Three respondents or fifteen percent said yes, they
would be part of the board if called upon, and seventeen or 85 percent said they would not.
While there is a sense of authority attached to a board member, people prefer not to be burdened
with what it entails, seeing it as added responsibilities that will be overwhelming to them.
Analyzing the responses, the researcher thought of many things responsible for the
unwillingness. Being part of the board means running all the church's affairs, including financial
matters; that means contributing personal money in the case the church's budget comes short.
They will not need someone to inform them of the falling short of the budget; they will already
know from their involvement, forcing them to solve the problem. Another aspect of the low
response to be part of the board is the time involved. There will be meetings, usually after
Sunday services or at a day and time convenient to the other board members. Usually, these
meetings are long. If not on Sundays, when people prefer to be home or visit with their family,
they meet on weekdays after work when they are already tired and focus on going home to attend
to their personal lives.

Participation in the Board

Be part of the board

Not part of the board
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Figure 7



What is your understanding of being a disciple of Christ?

The responses to this question indicate the respondents' spiritual maturity and guide the
researcher in the content of the appropriate discipleship training for the church. Twelve
respondents left the space for the answer blank. The researcher understands this to mean a lack
of knowledge on the concept of disciple that requires an intervention. These respondents are not
willing to present inappropriate answers; that question was more complex than the others. Since
it was not a Yes or NO, checking a box, or putting a number to answer the question, the
respondents had to explain their answers. The responses from the remaining eight range from
showing a basic notion of the process of salvation relating to the grace of God towards them. The
fact that there was no appropriate response to this question and that twelve of the spaces were
left blank warrants the study and the incorporation of teaching on discipleship, showing to the
members that after the salvation, they have to do good deeds and that they have to serve to the
glory of God.


Can you give three areas in which the church can improve?

According to the respondents, the primary area in need of improvement is the worship
service. Of the twenty respondents, ten say they would like to see variety in the songs we used.
The church is more traditional and uses hymns as a preference over modern worship songs. The
earlier complaint is that the church used some of the same songs every other Sunday, showing
the need to increase the repertory and incorporate modern songs in the worship services. The
church needed to add variety in songs. Still, more people also need to be leading the worship
services instead of the few doing it now. The second area in need of improvement is regarding
time management. Five, or twenty-five percent of the respondents, said the church must better
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manage the service's time. The researcher interpreted these answers to the members' displeasure
concerning the time to begin and end the service and the length of the worship service. At times,
the service does not start on time due to various reasons. The musicians did not arrive on time,
the person responsible for the projection was late, or even the person leading the service did not
arrive on time. Besides time, another closely related problem is the sermon that is at a time too
long. The respondents touched on an issue common to small Haitian congregations that must be
addressed at Open Door Evangelical Church for the church's well-being. As presented earlier,
many people need to go to work immediately after the services. The third area for improvement
is the youth ministry of the church. While some young people are serving, the respondents
wanted a better program to teach the youth to live and act like Christian. Five or twenty-five
percent of the respondents said the church needs a consistent youth program.

Areas for Improvement

Worship

Time management

Youth Ministry

Figure 8

Results from the Interviews
The other tool the researcher used was one to one interview. The interview was a means
the researcher anticipated to verify the answers to the survey; to his surprise, he did not receive
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the same enthusiasm as for the survey. Initially, the researcher scheduled twelve interviews, but
only seven took place; five volunteers canceled last minute. The researcher understands the
interview did not afford the anonymity the respondents wanted, which might be why he had the
five cancellations. However, the seven who participated gave insight and confirm the results of
the survey. The researcher wanted participants to elaborate on their answers. There will not be a
YES or NO answer; the researcher wanted to determine if their lack of involvement was due to
unwillingness or lack of knowledge of what it means to be a disciple and a church member. The
researcher also wanted them to give areas of improvement for the church. The interviews lasted
fifteen minutes each. The responses collected were consistent with the survey. The seven
interviewees showed the basic knowledge of the salvation process but did not understand the life
of a disciple. Their understanding of being a Christian and a church member was attending
church services and contributing when needed. And for them, participating in leadership was
reserved for the pastor and the leaders of the church. These answers convinced the researcher of
the need for discipleship training, which prompted him to start the project he wanted to
implement.
The answers regarding the areas the church needed to improve on also were consistent
with the survey. As detailed in the study, all seven respondents confirmed the need for
improvement in the worship service, time management, and youth ministry.
Results from the Focus Group
The other tool the researcher utilized was the focus group. Ten members participated.
The discussion was in two parts, the first was regarding the church in general, followed by a
series of questions regarding Open Door Evangelical Church where the study happens (See
Appendix C for the questions). The first section's responses show they understand the church as
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the body of Christ that includes all the believers from all nations in ancient times, today, and all
future believers. While a building is essential, and many identify the building to be the church,
the participants say it is the people who gather in that building that is the church with the sole
objective to glorify Jesus. They also know the difference between the local church and the
invisible church. They explained that anybody could become a local church member, as
illustrated in the parable of the wheat and the weeds of Matthew 13:24-30. Unbelievers are
welcome in the local church, but only believers are part of the invisible church.
They also understand the church to be the bride of Christ, who shed His blood on the
cross, and that He will return to take the church to be with Him.
Regarding Christian ministry, they understand the church to be the arms and feet of
Christ on earth, that the church needs to help those in need. They agree that the church's
influence in the community is the salt and the light of the world. The discussion was lively
during this first series of questions, everybody had something to contribute. The researcher had
high expectations and what happened in the first section encouraged him and hoped to find the
same exchange in the second section regarding Open Door Evangelical Church.
After a short break, the group reconvened for the second section of the discussion, but to
the disappointment of the researcher, the debate was not as lively as it was in the first section.
They did not share much in the area regarding their church. The researcher realized within a
small group, people did not want to be known for their opinion about ODEC, for fear of being
exposed for a negative opinion. Despite many attempts by the researcher to help them express
their views, their answers were broad and did not help the researcher. The researcher understands
people are more comfortable when they are in private and remained anonymous.
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The data collected in the survey and the other tools helped create discipleship training for
the current uninvolved members. That training became part of the effort of the church to
integrate new members when coming to Open Door in the future. As a direct result of the study,
the church has seen an increase in the number of people leading within the church. More young
people are taking responsibility in the media ministry; the adults volunteered to be trained to lead
the worship services. A new board to administer the church was established.
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CHAPTER 5
This chapter serves to assess the overall effectiveness of the project. The researcher will
present a brief presentation of the church profile followed by submitting the problem and the
thesis. The researcher will compare the situation before the study was implemented and after the
study. Additionally, the strengths and weaknesses of the project are discussed before
investigating what could have been done differently. Finally, the chapter concludes with
theological and personal reflections.
Open Door Evangelical Church is a smaller church located in Wakefield, MA and
averaging forty to forty-five on Sunday morning. The church was planted in December 2013
by Reverend Odney with support from the North American Mission Board. While the church
has a family, not from Haiti, the church is considered a Haitian church. The church was
confronted with a leadership challenge. Fewer members were taking responsibility for the
ministry, and those who carried the load were overworked. The assumption is that if the
leaders implemented a discipleship strategy, members would respond, and that will correct
the lack of leadership challenge Open Door Evangelical Church was facing.
The researcher began the project in the Spring of 2021 with the idea that
implementing a teaching strategy at Open Door Evangelical Church will help correct most of
the members' lack of participation in leadership. The desired effect was that men and women
in that smaller church understand what it is to be a Christian, live as a disciple of Christ, and
take responsibility to serve in the church. In the study, the researcher utilized three main
tools, a survey that generated most of the information that helped in the decision to
implement the teaching strategy, personal interviews, and a focus group. After completing
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the study, the anticipated effect was accomplished by developing and teaching a two-week
curriculum to prepare the members who have participated in the study and change their
conception about church leadership, and serve as a teaching for new members entering the
church in the future. Before the study, a few members were doing all regarding the church's
leading, administratively and spiritually, while the others were coming as participants. The
few were overworked, resulting in discouragement and burnout. These leaders became aware
of the impact of the members’ noninvolvement on the church mandate to make disciples of
all nations and represent Jesus on earth. They were encouraged by the idea of the
implementation of the study. After the implementation of the teaching strategy, the church
saw an increase in participation. Three areas in the church benefited from the study, and it is
the hope that the impact will last.
Leading Service
In the past, Reverend Odney was preparing, leading the worship, and preaching all
the time. On occasion, his wife and sister Yolene helped in leading worship. After the study
was implemented, sister Yolene became responsible for preparing the Sunday worship; she
contacted the person conducting the service, prepared the bulletin, and sent it to Reverend
Odney for final check and approval. Reverend prints the weekly church bulletin. Three new
sisters formed a worship team. The church did not have worship before the study; even
though one of them will come late to the service, all three are present every Sunday to help
the person conducting the service. Each of them has a Sunday to conduct the service
themselves. The church now has five members who can lead worship, and Reverend Odney
does the preaching as this is his primary responsibility in the service. In connection with the
worship service, sister Yolene does a monthly schedule and communicates it to the leaders.
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The week before the Sunday a member is leading, sister Yolene will reach out to that leader
for the songs in the program. Reverend Odney, after approval of the program, will add these
songs to the projection software. Sister Yolene also does a monthly schedule for the weekly
prayer meeting; the church has increased members leading the weekly prayer. Before the
study, it was challenging to find someone every Wednesday to do the one-hour and a half
prayer meeting. The monthly schedule helps alleviate that problem, and Reverend Odney
continues to lead the Bible study on Fridays.
The Media Ministry
Another area in the ministry that benefited from the study is the media ministry.
Young members who were not involved are working in that particular ministry. Before the
study, there were only three young members were involved in the media ministry. The
number of young people in the media ministry increased. Seven young people are serving in
the media ministry with the possibility to continue to grow. After the study, Reverend
Odney trained four volunteers who offered themselves to help in that area. The tasks in the
media ministry were divided between them. That resulted in better quality in the sound and
the video. The church also received fewer complaints on Facebook and YouTube concerning
the sound dropping and our video quality. There is also an increase in the church viewership
on Facebook due to a person assigned to share the live stream throughout the service. The
ones who served before the study were relieved due to having fewer things to do, while they
remained very involved in coaching the team's new members.
Youth Ministry
Because only the youth serve in the media ministry, church leaders saw an
opportunity to revive the youth ministry that was in decline. No one was caring for the youth
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even before COVID-19. Reverend Odney would meet with them occasionally on a Sunday
afternoon to teach, but there was no consistency. The decline partly resulted from COVID-19
and also a leadership vacuum. After a meeting with the youth, the church has considered an
older youth as a leader who will train with Reverend Odney. The youth leader will train in
creating a curriculum for teaching and a quarterly calendar for activities. Reverend Odney
will oversee the youth ministry and will teach one Sunday a month. One of the sisters will be
responsible for the youth choir.
Men’s Ministry
Men’s ministry was non-existent at Open Door Evangelical Church. Reverend met
with thirteen men after a worship service to encourage and challenge them. The women were
doing everything. Besides deacon Solon Antoine, the men were never at the forefront; they
contributed in areas women could not do, like lifting heavy material, arranging tables when
we had a time of fellowship. Rarely will they come to pray or read Scripture in front of the
church. The hope is that the men would be involved in the worship services even when they
are not leading it. Now the men meet on Saturday evening online for a time of prayer,
encouragement, and teaching. The men at Open Door Evangelical Church are less interested
in leadership than the women. Reverend uses that Saturday meeting to build a better
connection with them and emphasizes that they are the church and will show them what it
means to walk out their calling or be part of a ministry.
Administration
As a result of the study, two sisters and one brother agreed to participate in the
administrative responsibility of the church. Only sister Yolene and Reverend Odney to that point
handled all administrative tasks. Now the church has five people who can help ensure the church
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needs office supplies or cleaning supplies, that the church is clean, and the offerings are
accounted for and registered in the financial book. Reverend Odney ensures that the rent and the
utility bills are paid on time. In December, a new leading board will be created for a five-year
term and installed at the church anniversary.
Overall Effectiveness of the Project
The results from the implementation of the discipleship training prove the project
worthwhile. There was an increase in participation in significant areas of the ministry. The
church now has more people leading the Sunday worship service and the Wednesday prayer
meeting. One of the complaints and areas of improvement from the survey results is the lack of
variety in the church worship songs. But because other persons lead the services now, while the
services retained their format, different songs are utilized, which increased the song repertory of
the church, and different singing tastes are offered.
The church enjoyed a more robust media ministry after the youth decided to serve in that
area of the ministry, and the Youth Ministry revives from inactivity accompanied by a youth
choir. One of the lead will be recognized by the church as the youth leader during the church
anniversary in December this year.
An initiative started with the men who gather online every Saturday evening for praying
and teaching. The goal is to strengthen the men of the church to rise as leaders and take
responsibility. A Men’s Ministry did not exist at Open Door Evangelical Church; the church
hopes to have one with this initiative.
The administration of the church has a team that is helping, that helps Reverend Odney
and sister Yolene.
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Strength of the Project
The first strength of the project resides in the fact that it is meeting a genuine need in the
church. The church needed a better understanding of a disciple’s life. The church’s expectation
of members is that they grow spiritually, take responsibility, and serve. Another project’s
strength is that it addresses a spiritual problem; saved men and women must live out their faith
and bring praise to the glory of Christ. The third strength is in the accuracy of the data due to the
smaller size of the church. The sample was small and easy to compute and interpret. While not
all the questionnaires returned, the researcher had the sense of the genuineness of the responses,
for they pointed out real problems in the church. Because the members filled the questionnaires
at home and their names were not in the returned questionnaires, they assured their privacy. The
researcher used two additional tools to corroborate the survey, a focus group discussion, and a
personal interview. The researcher treated every response as valid and removed personal biases
in the interpretation of the data.
Weakness of the Project
The first weakness of the project was that some members were not able to participate in
all the training born out of the project. There was no accountability since the training was not
mandatory. The second weakness of the project is that it did not address the lack of evangelism
effort of the church; the church has the mandate to make disciples of all nations. Members will
not fulfill that obligation if they are not living as disciples. The members must represent their
faith in the community. Another weakness of the project is that the researcher did not survey the
city to look for evangelism opportunities and prospective church members. Another weakness of
the study is the lack of focus on what group to target. While the church is small, targeting a
specific group, such as the men, may have a more significant impact than doing the churchwide
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project. Lastly, the focus group and the personal interviews did not as anticipated. Considering
that the researcher was also the church pastor, it would have been better to have a different
person to conduct the personal interview, preferably someone outside an unknown to the church.
That might have helped them feel more comfortable expressing their displeasure, knowing they
will have the same privacy as the survey questionnaire. Interviewing with the pastor can
intimidate and sway their responses in a different direction.
The researcher acknowledges this project is limited and might not be suitable for every
church, especially the larger ones; however, he will encourage smaller churches facing a similar
leadership challenge to replicate and adjust this study to their situation. While every church has a
different makeup, culture, and background of members, they have one common enemy, and the
problems are the same in every church one way or another.
Theological Reflections
The anticipated results of the project were that members of ODEC will take leadership
responsibility within the church and live as disciples. During the project, Reverend Odney that
many members did not know the basics of the Christian faith, that we should realize we have
been entrusted with a trust that as stewards, we will have to give an account to Christ. Jesus gave
an example in that He looked at every opportunity to glorify the Father and accomplish His
mission. Church members must not waste any opportunity to serve if they understand they were
saved by grace through faith, but faith without deeds is dead.
The researcher also reflects on the power of servant leadership and what it would mean if
members were practicing this vertu. Jesus showed us how to love and serve when He humbled
himself in the upper room and washed the disciples’ feet (Jn 13), yet He was the master among
them. In Phil 2, Paul speaks of Jesus emptying himself by assuming the form of a servant, taking
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on the likeness of humanity to accomplish the mission the Father gave to Him. The disciples'
calling entails imitating Christ. While there exist certain actions a follower cannot pursue that are
unique to Jesus, a disciple cannot copy Jesus’ act of redemption nor his vicarious death. But the
disciple’s calling entails following his spirit which requires that we have an attitude of selfabasement, with the view of serving others. 105 Members at ODEC must do the same. People
don’t serve because of pride, and the researcher realizes that situation might not be unique to
ODEC.
Personal Reflections
During the project, I was gripped by the lack of effort to serve from church members and
that they used excuses that were invalid as the reason for not helping. I also realized that many
do not act because they do not know how to start, and if the leader asked them, they would serve.
I am thankful for the project for the better understanding of church members it offered me. I
learned to be patient with members; I understand that not every member is at the same spiritual
level, and, as the pastor, I must reach them at their level and go alongside them on their spiritual
journey. The project's results encouraged me to keep the faith in the power of the Holy Spirit to
work through the members; this is evidenced by the change I see the project’s implementation
provided in the leadership of the church. Lastly, I learned to trust people have the will to serve,
and it is my responsibility to train them and offer them the opportunity to serve. Further, I realize
that church members have potential and never look at what hit the eyes but at what God can do
through them.

105

William Hendriksen, Exposition of Philippians: New Testament Commentary. (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker
Academic, 2007), 103.
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This project will be a valuable instrument in my ministry, and I plan to replicate it in
similar situations. The membership has experienced spiritual growth, and I am excited to
implement what I have learned throughout the DMIN program about team leadership.
Conclusion
This project aimed to implement a disciple strategy at ODEC. The results will help
members develop spiritually and serve within the church by taking leadership responsibility.
Overall, the project was a success. The results of the project confirmed the thesis statement
presented in chapter one. More members are serving alongside the church's leadership; the
project addressed the lack of involvement from the members that resulted in the formation of a
new team of leaders. Reverend Odney plans to redefine how the church exercises its leadership.
He will develop additional teachings for church leaders on identifying potential leaders; he will
create a culture whereby church leaders will become more welcoming to other members who
have the potential and the will to serve.
This project helped me learn to appreciate the church's leaders and encourage them in
their ministry. I learned to practice servant leadership as a model for leading ODEC to become a
healthier church with all its members contributing to the ministry in a way or another and
growing spiritually. I reevaluate my ministry as a pastor and realize that I also need to be a
coach, a brother to the members. I am thankful to Liberty University for the educational
enrichment and for allowing me to pursue this advanced degree in Ministry Leadership. I am
grateful to my mentor, Dr. McDonald, who encouraged me to keep pushing and coached me
through email and phone conversations during the completion of this project. I want to thank my
wife and my four children, who supported me during the program and in the process of doing
this project. To my parents, I thank you for giving me a spiritual environment whereby I
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discovered ministry and sensed the call of God in me at a young age. Above all, I am most
thankful to my God, my Lord and Savior Jesus-Christ, who gave me the strength when I felt
discouraged thinking the degree was out of reach. I recognize the importance of spiritual
leadership and the impact it brings to a church. While the researcher recognizes this project is
limited in scope and will not solve every leadership problem, it has benefited Open Door
Evangelical Church. Other smaller churches are encouraged to use the approach used in the
project to address their leadership needs and challenge and encourage non-involved members as
they continue on the journey in serving the Lord.
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Appendix A

December 12, 2020
Open Door Evangelical Church
20A DelCarmine Street
Wakefield, MA 01880

Dear leaders:
As a graduate student in the Christian Leadership department/Rawlings School of Divinity at
Liberty University, I am researching as part of the requirements for a Doctor of Ministry degree.
The title of my research project is Implementing a Discipleship Strategy at Open Door
Evangelical Church and the purpose of my research is to develop a discipleship program that will
persuade members of the need to serve within the church's Purpose.
I am writing to request your permission to contact members of your church/organization to invite
them to participate in my research study.
Participants will be asked to complete the attached survey, participate in a focus group
discussion, and a personal interview. Participants will be presented with informed consent
information before participating. Taking part in this study is completely voluntary, and
participants are welcome to discontinue participation at any time.
Thank you for considering my request. If you choose to grant permission, respond by email to
sodney@liberty.edu. A permission letter document is attached for your convenience.

Sincerely,
Samuel Odney
DMin Student
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December 12, 2020

ODEC, at this moment, grants permission for Samuel Odney, DMIN student at Liberty
University, to conduct a research study as part of a Doctor of Ministry degree requirement. This
permission allows Samuel Odney to complete a survey, a focus group discussion, and personal
interviews with willing participants.

For ODEC
Br.
Dc.
Sr.
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Appendix B
Consent

Title of the Project: Implementing a Discipleship Strategy at Open Door Evangelical Church
Principal Investigator: Samuel Odney, DMIN candidate in Ministry Leadership, Liberty
University
Invitation to be Part of a Research Study
You are invited to participate in a project study. To participate, you must be 18 or older, a
baptized member at Open Door Evangelical Church, and are not involved in the leadership of the
church. Taking part in this research project is voluntary.

Please take time to read this entire form and ask questions before deciding whether to take part in
this project.

What is the study about and why is it being done?
The purpose of the study is to develop a discipleship program that will persuade members of the
need to serve within the church.

This study’s goal is to develop discipleship training that will prepare members at Open Door
Evangelical for participation in the church's leadership. It will teach the members how to live as
soldiers for Christ and equip them for various areas of service in the church.

What will happen if you take part in this study?
If you agree to be in this study, I would ask you to do the following things:
1. Reserve one hour and a half to participate in a focus group discussion at the church on a
Sunday afternoon with eleven other members.
2. Be prepared for an in-person interview with the researcher that will last around twenty
minutes. In the case an in-person interview is not possible, a phone interview will be an
alternative. The researcher will record the audio of the interview for accuracy in
reporting, but identity will be concealed.
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How could you or others benefit from this study?
Participants should not expect to receive a direct benefit from taking part in this study.

What risks might you experience from being in this study?
The risks involved in this study are minimal, which means they are equal to the risks you would
encounter in everyday life.

How will personal information be protected?
Published reports will not include any information that will make it possible to identify a subject.


Participant responses will be anonymous. Interviews will be conducted in a location
where others will not easily overhear the conversation.



The transcript of the interviews and of the focus group discussion will be stored in a
password-locked laptop and the audio recording in a safe in the researcher’s office. Once
the transcript is written, and the study is completed, the recording and the data collected
will be kept for three years but will be erased and the transcript shredded at the end of the
three years.



Interviews will be recorded and transcribed. Recordings will be stored safely in the
researcher’s office and transcript on a password-locked computer for three years and then
erased. No one will have access to the recording and the transcript but the researcher and
will access them only for the study purpose.



Confidentiality cannot be guaranteed in focus group settings, but the researcher will
discourage members from sharing the discussion's content with other people not
participating in the discussion.

How will you be compensated for being part of the study?
Participants will not be compensated for participating in this study.

Is study participation voluntary?
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Participation in this study is voluntary. Your decision whether to participate will not affect your
current or future relations with Liberty University. If you decide to participate, you are free to
not answer any question or withdraw at any time without affecting those relationships.
What should you do if you decide to withdraw from the study?
If you choose to withdraw from the study, please contact the researcher[s] at the email
address/phone number included in the next paragraph. Should you choose to withdraw, data
collected from you, apart from focus group data, will be destroyed immediately and will not be
included in this study. Focus group data will not be destroyed, but your contributions to the focus
group will not be included in the study if you choose to withdraw.
Whom do you contact if you have questions or concerns about the study?
The researcher conducting this study is Samuel Odney. You may ask any questions you have
now. If you have questions later, you are encouraged to contact him at 978-XXX-XXXX. You
may also contact the researcher’s faculty sponsor, [name], at [email].
Whom do you contact if you have questions about your rights as a research participant?
If you have any questions or concerns regarding this study and would like to talk to someone
other than the researcher[s], you are encouraged to contact the Institutional Review Board,
1971 University Blvd., Green Hall Ste. 2845, Lynchburg, VA 24515, or email at irb@liberty.edu
Your Consent
By signing this document, you agree to be in this study. Make sure you understand what the
study is about before you sign. You will be given a copy of this document for your records. The
researcher will keep a copy of the study records. If you have any questions about the study after
you sign this document, you can contact the study team using the information provided above.

I have read and understood the above information. I have asked questions and have received
answers. I consent to participate in the study.

The researcher has my permission to audio-record me as part of my participation in this
study.
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___________________________________
Printed Subject Name
___________________________________
Signature & Date
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Appendix C
Open Door Evangelical Church
Focus Group Discussion
Agenda
1- Entrance and sitting with sister Yolene
2- Welcome words by the researcher
3- Explanation of the purpose of the focus group discussion
4- Distribution of consents
5- Collection of signed consents
6- Explanation of expectation
7- Focus group discussion questions

Series of questions about the church in general
a. What is your understanding of the church as the body of Christ?
b. What is your understanding of Christian ministry?
c. What is your understanding of being a disciple of Christ?
Series of questions about Open Door Evangelical Church
d. What do you think about this church in light of the body of Christ
question earlier?
e.

How do you think THIS CHURCH fairs in ministry?

f. What can THIS CHURCH do to help a member live as a disciple of
Christ?
g. How can THIS CHURCH help YOU get involved in ministry?
8- Closing remarks by the researcher and dismissal
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Appendix D
Survey for Open Door Evangelical Church
 What is your impression of Open Door Evangelical Church? How did you feel telling people
you are a member of Open Door Evangelical Church?
 How did you hear about the church? If it was through a member what is the name of that
member?
 How do you see the involvement of people at the church?
 What did you think about our service (program)? Do you think more people should be
involved? If yes in what way?
 In what area in the church are you involved in the church? If you are not involved, in what area
are you willing to serve?
 Will you teach a Sunday school class if you were trained?
 Will you lead a worship service if you were trained?
 Will you sing in the choir if called upon?
 Will you participate in the administration of the church if called upon?
 Would you get involved in the media ministry of the church if you were trained?
 If called upon to be part of the board of the church what would your answer be?
 What is your understanding of being a disciple of Christ?
 Can you give three areas in which the church can improve?
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Appendix E: IRB Approval/Waiver
February 10, 2021
Samuel Odney
Dennis McDonald
Re: IRB Application - IRB-FY20-21-582 IMPLEMENTING A DISCIPLESHIP STRATEGY
AT OPEN DOOR EVANGELICAL CHURCH
Dear Samuel Odney and Dennis McDonald,
The Liberty University Institutional Review Board (IRB) has reviewed your application in
accordance with the Office for Human Research Protections (OHRP) and Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) regulations and finds your study does not classify as human subjects
research. This means you may begin your research with the data safeguarding methods
mentioned in your IRB application.
Decision: No Human Subjects Research
Explanation: Your study is not considered human subjects research for the following reason:
Your project will consist of quality improvement activities, which are not "designed to develop
or contribute to generalizable knowledge" according to 45 CFR 46. 102(l).
Please note that this decision only applies to your current research application, and any
modifications to your protocol must be reported to the Liberty University IRB for verification of
continued non-human subjects research status. You may report these changes by completing a
modification submission through your Cayuse IRB account.
Also, although you are welcome to use our recruitment and consent templates, you are not
required to do so. If you choose to use our documents, please replace the word research with the
word project throughout both documents.
If you have any questions about this determination or need assistance in determining whether
possible modifications to your protocol would change your application's status, please email us
at irb@liberty.edu.
Sincerely,
, MA, CIP
Administrative Chair of Institutional Research
Research Ethics Office
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